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The goal of this book is to provide you with all the tips, tricks, advice, wisdom,
strategies, suggestions, recommendations, counsel, and information – did I
miss any? – that will help you overcome the barriers you will experience as you
pursue your Master’s or PhD in the Human Systems Engineering program at
Arizona State University.
And rest assure: it is not a matter of if you’ll encounter these barriers, but rather
when, how much, and how frequently you will encounter them.
Although one of my early goals for this book was to provide you with an
exhaustive list of “what if?” scenarios and ways to overcome them, the reality
is that these pro tips are not a be-all-end-all guideline. An exhaustive list would
be, well, exhaustive. It would take too long to read. It would inhibit your ability to
think about the problems between the lines. Many points wouldn’t make sense
until you encountered them first-hand. Etcetera. And my guess is that many of
you wouldn’t read it. And who could blame you? Instead, my revised personal
goal for this book is to help you identify the nuances of your learning experience
and detect when, where, and why you should apply one or more of these pro
tips. One point that will be emphasized in this book is that your learning context
(e.g., your environment, relationships, peers, and resources) will have a profound
influence over your graduate school experience. You should not take these pro
tips as the solution to all the problems you’ll face. You’ll need to tweak and bend
and pry and pepper things in as you go.

READING
WRITING
RESEARCH
PRODUCTIVITY
MOTIVATION
RESOURCES
CAREER
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This collection of pro tips is intended to serve everyone – new graduate
students, seasoned graduate students, and even the occasional faculty member
too. One reason that I feel this is possible is that this is an ever-expanding, everupdating, ever-Everest collection of input from students and faculty at ASU. It is
a family-style platter of ideas and advice filtered and condensed into a coldbrewed brainy beverage that you can sip on and enjoy, or chug until your heart’s
content (cream and sugar cost extra).
With this community-based approach in mind, remember to continue sharing
your ideas. Share them with me. Share them with your peers. Share them with
your faculty members and mentors. This information becomes increasingly
valuable the more you contribute. As you will see in the coming pages, it doesn’t
matter how big or small your pro tip is, if it has helped you in some meaningful
way, it will most likely be useful for others to try as well.
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THE GREATEST INVENTION OF ALL TIME
Ask a group of people the following question:
“what is the greatest invention of all time?”
Many will respond, “the wheel.”
Consider this though:
On it’s own, a wheel isn’t all that special —
it carries nothing, it moves nowhere.
In reality, it’s the combination of the wheel and the axle
that allows the wheel to bear weight.
But this still says nothing about the wheel as an invention —
not to mention, the greatest invention of all time.
In addition to the wheel and axle, it also takes an inventive mind -a mind capable of applying unfettered creative and critical thinking —
to put these inert objects into motion.
It’s only when one takes a holistic view of the system,
that the wheels of inventiveness
begin to move us forward.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE SENSE OF WHAT
YOU’RE READING AND WHY.
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READ broadly and boldly.
The goal of this book is to provide you with all the tips, tricks, advice, wisdom,
strategies, suggestions, recommendations, counsel, and information – did I
miss any? – that will help you overcome the barriers you will experience as you
pursue your Master’s or PhD in the Human Systems Engineering program at
Arizona State University.
And rest assure: it is not a matter of if you’ll encounter these barriers, but rather
when, how much, and how frequently you will encounter them.
Although one of my early goals for this book was to provide you with an
exhaustive list of “what if?” scenarios and ways to overcome them, the reality
is that these pro tips are not a be-all-end-all guideline. An exhaustive list would
be, well, exhaustive. It would take too long to read. It would inhibit your ability to
think about the problems between the lines. Many points wouldn’t make sense
until you encountered them first-hand. Etcetera. And my guess is that many of
you wouldn’t read it. And who could blame you? Instead, my revised personal
goal for this book is to help you identify the nuances of your learning experience
and detect when, where, and why you should apply one or more of these pro
tips. One point that will be emphasized in this book is that your learning context
(e.g., your environment, relationships, peers, and resources) will have a profound
influence over your graduate school experience. You should not take these pro
tips as the solution to all the problems you’ll face. You’ll need to tweak and bend
and pry and pepper things in as you go.
This collection of pro tips is intended to serve everyone – new graduate
students, seasoned graduate students, and even the occasional faculty member
too. One reason that I feel this is possible is that this is an ever-expanding, everupdating, ever-Everest collection of input from students and faculty at ASU. It is
a family-style platter of ideas and advice filtered and condensed into a coldbrewed brainy beverage that you can sip on and enjoy, or chug until your heart’s
content (cream and sugar cost extra).
With this community-based approach in mind, remember to continue sharing
your ideas. Share them with me. Share them with your peers. Share them with
your faculty members and mentors. This information becomes increasingly
valuable the more you contribute. As you will see in the coming pages, it doesn’t
matter how big or small your pro tip is, if it has helped you in some meaningful
way, it will most likely be useful for others to try as well.
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“The nice thing about this program is that almost no idea would
be considered a bad idea. Everyone here is pretty open to outof-the-box research questions and topics, so don’t limit your
reading topics or things that you think would be considered
“normal” in this program or field. However, if you do feel you
are going too far adrift, both the faculty and your peers will be
there to provide support and help set you back on track.”

try this on for size
Go to YouTube and search one of the following phrases,
“Human Systems Engineering”, “User Experience Design”,
or “Interaction Design”. Watch any video that claims to
be an “overview of the field”, and has in the neighborhood
of 10,000+ views. Focus on how they communicate their
message. What types of language do they use? Do they use the same terms
we would use in this field? Who is their audience? What videos does YouTube
recommend you watch
afterwards?
Learning how people
talk and think about our
field will help you better
understand how to frame
your message when you
are “selling” what you do
to prospective clients,
employers, or even your
own family members (“no,
Grandma Joan, I don’t just
play with cars and video
screens all day.”)
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READ with a purpose

try this on for size

Not all reading strategies yield the same outcomes. For instance, if your goal is
to remember as many facts from a journal article as possible, you will certainly
recall more if you physically highlight key areas of the text, rather than read
through it from start to finish. Likewise, you will probably remember even more
if you highlight, re-read confusing sections, and write down questions as they
come to mind.

One metacognitive strategy to treat each section of
a journal article as a checkpoint. At each checkpoint,
you ask yourself, “what is the likelihood that this next
section will provide me with the information I need to
answer my research questions?”. If your response is
low, skip that section for now, and evaluate the next
section.

You create opportunities for your mind to engage in critical thinking as often
as possible while reading. These moments of critical thinking will help you
attach more “cognitive anchors” to what you’re reading; it ties off this newly
forming knowledge with existing concepts, information, and relationships
you have previously internalized. Surely, not all of these ties will stay taught.
Some will dislodge and venture off into the cognitive abyss (along with third
decimal in π, and the meaning of the word, “precocious”). However, by creating
more opportunities for these anchors to merge with existing knowledge, you’re
increasing the likelihood that things will stay in place.
Of course, this all depends on your reading goals as well. You will encounter
some journal articles that address your research interests more than others. As
a result, it would be in your best interest to invest more time with these articles,
ask more questions, and try to find weaknesses or gaps in their literature review
or methodologies.
There is a distinct difference between how inexperienced and experienced
graduate students read journal articles. The former often take a “cover-to-cover”
approach. Meaning, they start at the first sentence of the first paragraph of the
first page, and go straight through to the last sentence, of the last paragraph, of
the last page. No jumping around.
No do-overs. Just straight through.
By contrast, the experienced graduate students know when, where, and why to
skim through some sections, and focus intently on others. Usually by about the
middle or end of the second semester, you hear less complaining from students
about how many hours they spend reading each night.
The workload doesn’t change. If anything, it probably increases a little. The truth
is that experienced graduate students simply know what to look for as they
grow accustom to their areas of specialization -- in turn, it takes them less time
to make sense of what they are reading.
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Case study 1: “did the authors of this journal article
find a statistically significant effect size?”
An experienced graduate student might read the
abstract of a journal article to see if the authors
discuss the effect size up front. Since the abstract is
so short, it doesn’t take much time or effort to read
it. In fact, the student may only look for numbers
– which would stand out from text. If the student
didn’t find the effect size mentioned in the abstract,
she might skip to the discussion section and read
the first paragraph. The first paragraph or two of the
discussion section is often a really good recap on
why the study was conducted, how it was conducted,
and the main takeaways from the study’s results. If
for some reason the effect size was still
not mentioned, that student might
search the results section.
Notice that the student didn’t
spend time reading the
literature review or other
lengthy areas of the journal
article. Had her research
question been different,
she might have relied on a
different reading strategy
altogether.
Obviously, there is a learning
curve at play here. It’s difficult to tell
diamonds from dirt when everything
about the field is foreign to you. The more
familiar you are with the field, the easier
things will get.

CMD F

(or CTRL+F)

things down to useful areas in the results section.
Once you understand the purpose of an article, it’s often much easier to gauge
whether or not that article will address your reading questions. If not, move on.
If it looks promising, try another search using different keywords that pertain
to your reading questions. Unique phrases, terminology, authors, and years are
all usually fair game too. After you acclimate to some of the key authors in your
field, you’ll know to search their names in related articles to determine how well
the two or more journal articles overlap each other.

One great advantage of having most – if not all – of your reading list in journal
article format is that this information is almost always delivered as a PDF. Most
PDFs -- but, not all -- you will be asked to read will have searchable text fields.
Which means that you can use “ctrl + f” on Windows or “command + f” on Mac
to search the heck out of that article.
After learning about this functionality, the average simpleton thinks of one thing:
“now I can just search for the answers to my homework questions and be done
in like 5 minutes!”.
Yes and no.
Yes, all ethical rationales aside, you technically can do that. But the
overwhelming majority of your homework questions will not be the familiar
“drill-and-skill” format that made it so easy to get through your undergraduate
classes. And even if you do get the occasional question like this, you will
undoubtedly have to answer a follow up question that takes substantive
thought and reflection. Sorry!
So, why is this tip helpful?
As you conduct your literature reviews, you can use this feature to search for
keywords that tie back to your reading questions. For example, if one of your
questions is, “what was the intended purpose of this article?”, try searching,
“purpose of study” -- or something similar. If one of your question is, “what was
the effect size reported in this study?”, use the search feature to look for terms
like, “effect size”, or even, “p =”. Both of these search phrases should narrow
14
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try this on for size
Next time you open up a journal article PDF, press
“command + f” (Mac) or “control + f” (PC). Then, type into
the search bar, “purpose of”, “in this study”, or “aim of
this”.
Either of these searches should point you to the end
of the literature review where the authors will describe
the purpose of the journal article. In some cases, it may also bring you to the
beginning of the discussion section, where the authors will typically re-introduce
the purpose of the study, what they did, and what they found.
15

STUDY how other authors structure their arguments.
Scientific writing isn’t always vanilla flavored cardboard. Sure, some aspects of
its structure and language is predictable and boiler-plate-ish, but not all of it.
Successful scientific authors know this, and understand the need to structure
their literature reviews to build a seamless “argument” for the present research.
Really great authors do such a good job of organizing their points and weaving
together their argument, that you often wonder why nobody had investigated
this topic before!
There is a distinct difference between knowledge telling and knowledge
transforming in writing. Most students start in the former phase. They list a
bunch of research findings in a somewhat logical progression, but never brings
these points together. On the other hand, great authors transform previous
findings in ways that add their unique research perspective. They make you see
a side of the field that you hadn’t considered.

“Becoming a better writer doesn’t start by regurgitating 5,000
words, failing, and starting over again. It actually doesn’t
start with you writing at all. It starts with reading and
internalizing the techniques and approaches expert authors
have used in the past. Figure out how and where you can build
upon those techniques and approaches in your own work.”

try this on for size
Find one really good article – one that you don’t mind
reading 10 or 11 times – and dissect it’s literature review.
What points do the authors make right in the beginning?
What are they trying to set up through their writing?
Try to incorporate similar approaches in your early
drafts, if you are having a difficult time getting started.
Iterate, revise, and highlight the value that your research
provides to the larger academic community. Focus on the uniqueness of the
problem you are trying to unpack.
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FIND a way to easily manage your journal articles.
You will read through hundreds of journal articles as a graduate student.
Hundreds or thousands, depending on whether you are a Master’s or PhD
student, respectively.
Don’t believe me? Okay, let’s break this down page-by-page.
In your typical 16 week class, you might expect to read about 1.5 journal articles
(on average) for each class. Considering you will probably have that class twice
per week, that means approximately 3 articles per class, per week. If you’re a
full-time student, you are most likely taking 3 or 4 classes per semester. That
means you are reading about 9 – 12 articles per week. Now, let’s be fair and
take into account three weeks off during the semester due to things like holiday
breaks, exams, and mercy provided by the professors. That leaves us with about
13 weeks.
13 weeks x 9 articles = 117 articles per semester (on the low side)
13 weeks x 12 articles = 156 articles per semester (on the high side)
Let’s say you are pursuing a Master’s degree – and you end up completing
everything in 4 semesters total. That brings the total count up to approximately
468 – 624 journal articles.
But wait, there’s more!
We haven’t even begun to tabulate all the journal articles you will read for your
thesis.
You can usually anticipate to read in a 3:1 ratio
toward your thesis or dissertation. Meaning, for
every one citation you include in your reference
section, plan to fully read at least three others that
you won’t explicitly cite. Rest assured though, this
doesn’t mean the other three aren’t good. In fact,
they may have been essential stepping stones
toward understanding a concept, or learning what
terms or authors to research next. In other cases,
you might have started down one path, then
decided to change topics altogether.
Considering that your average Master’s thesis will
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have between 30 – 40 citations, that’s about 90 – 120 journal articles you will
read just toward completing the thesis portion of your Master’s degree.
Now before you get all bummed out and start
looking into Cosmetology school, you need to
know that these numbers depend on a lot of
factors. Such as, your field of research, your
reading strategies, the classes you take, and the
scope of your research project. Your numbers
could be lower than this, but they could also be
higher. It all depends on what you want to do
with it.
The whole point of this was to show you the
sheer volume of papers you will deal with over
the next few years. One of the worst things in
the graduate school world is to have a giant
Nice and tidy brain food.
stack of semi-organized journal articles get
knocked over, and then have all the pages get
mixed around. It will take you hours to piece that humpty dumpty back together
again. And all the kings horses and all the kings men will be seriously upset that
you didn’t invest in a two dollar binder to prevent it all from happening in the
first place.
Better yet, once you see the light at the end of the graduate school tunnel,
consider taking your stack of organized journal articles to a place that can
insert a spiral binding on those suckers. It’s usually like $3.00 - $5.00 per
binding. The added benefit of a spiral bound Nerdencyclopedia is that it’s easier
to write on the back sides of pages. It’s also more flexible and smaller, so it
makes traveling with your journal articles a little easier too.

try this on for size

Once you have 75% or more of the journal articles you plan
to use in your literature review and discussion sections,
organize these articles into thematic groups -- for example,
group “A” is about “education”, group “B” is about “design”.
Take each of these journal article groups to a place like Fedex
Kinkos, and ask to have them spiralbound. (ASU might do it too).

Hot garbage slop.

Aim to have between 10 - 15 articles per grouping; too few and it won’t be worth
it, too many and you won’t be able to fit them all into the binding.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU WRITE FASTER, BETTER,
AND MORE EFFECTIVELY.
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START with a research question (or three).
Before your fingers ever start click-clacking on the keyboard, you should have
at least one research question written down somewhere. And I don’t mean,
some vague question that seems to change a little every time you think about it.
This question should be direct. It should be interpreted the same way from one
person to the next. It should avoid using fluffy language, adjectives, he’s and
she’s, and undefinable terms.
A good research question says what it needs to say, and nothing more.
The main reason that your research question(s) should take a considerable
amount of your attention and time, is that it is an investment. It is the thing that
will shape how easy or difficult your literature review is to set up and argue. It
determines the types of methodologies you will use in your research. And like
any investment, it should be treated very seriously up front.
Even really good researchers struggle with this from time to time. They get
giddy over the idea of their new research, never stopping to realize that their
research question(s) could undercut the study they will eventually spend
months planning, recruiting, conducting, analyzing, and interpreting. Often,
when you try to figure out where and why this breakdown occurred along the
way, it’s because they defined their research question too loosely. In their mind,
it’s “six of one, half a dozen of the other”. But to others, the research questions
and the methodologies are miles and miles apart.
Another way of looking at this is that these researchers are too focused on
understanding and defining the solution, not the problem. A recipe for disaster
often starts with something like, “wouldn’t
it be interesting if we studied x within the
context of y?”, or, “what if we studied the
influence of x on y?”. Where is the why
in these ideas? Surely, they were there at
some point. But as the research shifts to
focusing more on how they would study
x and y – i.e., methodologies – the why
becomes less and less of a factor.
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“If I only had 8 hours to chop down a tree, I’d spend the first 4 hours sharpening my
axe.” (Abraham Lincoln, 16th President of the United States).
This quote is great -- it speaks to themes such as forward thinking,
perseverance, and planning. It makes us keep in mind the difference between
“working hard” and “working smart”. Demonstrating that the latter will always
win out, even when it comes to something physical like swinging an axe.
But there’s a problem with it.
Despite what the internet will have you believe, Abraham Lincoln never actually
said this. Like, ever. Not even close. Think about it... for starters, what tree takes
8 freaking hours to fell? Even a large tree (12” - 18” diameter) should take a
physically fit person less than an hour to fell. Most average-sized trees would
take considerably less time -- like, maybe 10 - 15 minutes. Second, even if we
were dealing with a larger, denser tree, a “smart” person -- even in Abe’s day
-- would know to use a crosscut saw to cut perpendicularly through the tree.
Nobody would reach for an axe.
The real source of this quote -- as far
as I could tell -- initially came from an
agricultural education publication in
the 1950’s:
“A woodsman was once asked, “What
would you do if you had just five
minutes to chop down a tree?” He
answered, “I would spend the first two
and a half minutes sharpening my axe.”
Let us take a few minutes to sharpen
our perspective.” (Anonymous)
Although Abe didn’t say these words,
they are still wise nonetheless. Apply
this logic to your writing strategies
and you will be in good shape.
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SCIENTIFIC writing is a creative process.
Kurt Vonnegut is an excellent fiction author. It’s a fact. Well, not a fact, per se,
but one of those, “seven out of ten Dentists agree” type of things.
One reason I like Kurt Vonnegut so much is because he applies critical thinking
to his creative thinking. A lot of people see these two concepts as opposite
sides of the earth. Critical thinking is rigid, process-driven, linear, starchcollared, and pleated slacks. Creative thinking is nebulous, ill-defined, subjective,
mismatched socks, and Birkenstocks. Right?
Well, no. Creative thinking and critical thinking intertwine as we work through
problems to the extent that they are difficult to distinguish. For instance, we
often go from convergent to divergent thinking (and back again) in a relatively
fast, iterative way. You shouldn't view one stage of writing as decidedly more
"creative" or "critical" than others. You will need to think creatively and critically
in all stages.
Through his efforts to apply critical thinking to his creative thinking, Vonnegut
created a fairly straightforward list of aspects to keep in mind while writing. He
called these aspects the, “8 Basics of Creative Writing”. I think some -- if not all
-- of these tips can be translated to the scientific writing world as well.

8 basics of creative writing
`

1. Use the time of a total stranger in such a way that he or she will
not feel the time was wasted.
2. Give the reader at least one character he or she can root for.
3. Every character should want something, even if it is only a glass of
water.
4. Every sentence must do one of two things—reveal character or
advance the action.

5. Start as close to the end as possible.
6. Be a sadist. No matter how sweet and innocent your leading characters, make awful
things happen to them—in order that the reader may see what they are made of.
7. Write to please just one person. If you open a window and make love to the world, so
to speak, your story will get pneumonia.
8. Give your readers as much information as possible as soon as possible. To heck with
suspense. Readers should have such complete understanding of what is going on, where
and why, that they could finish the story themselves, should cockroaches eat the last few
pages.
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Okay, so it’s not a perfect match back to scientific writing. At least, not without
some flexible interpretations. Nevertheless, there are a few good ones worth
highlighting.
Aspect #1: is an often overlooked aspect of scientific writing by inexperienced
writers (myself included). Think about the terms, “quantity” and “quality”. We
often exchange these words for other things like, “brevity” and “purpose” when
we describe good scientific writing. Fulfilling one aspect without the other won’t
get you very far. For example, writing something short and to the point doesn’t
matter, if the point you are making is rubbish. And the purpose of a useful
document is easily lost when there is too much fluff jammed into it. Aim to
satisfy both aspects as you write, not just one or the other.
Aspect #4: ties in with the idea that everything you write should add something
meaningful to you document. In your literature review, it should connect and
synthesize parts of your field that haven’t been described elsewhere. In your
methods section, it should help better explain what and how you did what you
did in your research. In your results section, it should give the reader the exact
insights he or she needs to understand your analyses.
Aspect #7: parallels the need to understand your reader as a “persona”. In
many “creative” fields – as if such a label can be selectively applied to one field
and not others – personas are an integral part of the workflow. In web design,
for instance, personas are created to help the designer build a website that
captures more of the intended “end user” wants and needs. The same approach
can be used in scientific writing as well. Knowing more about who you are
writing for can help you remove some of “hedging” – ex. may, might – from your
language. It can also help you avoid appealing the masses when it comes time
to decide what terms you need to operationalize yourself, and what terms you
should cite from others.
Aspect #8: is crucial to you and your reader’s sanity. It’s compelling to start
your writing off with “Michael Bay-ian” language such as, “In the dawn of
time…”, or “Throughout history…”. Get to the point quickly. Avoid the 2 hour 45
minute rehashing of previous work (take note, Michael Bay – “Transformers:
Age of Extinction” was not worth the price of admission). The other side of
this aspect is that there are often word limits for journal article and conference
submissions. If you plan to publish your work, you aren’t doing yourself any
favors by filling up that precious space with mumbo-jumbo. The majority of the
reader’s time should be spent understanding your contribution to the literature.
Surely, there are more parallels to what might be considered “creative writing”
fields. Explore these for yourself as you read and write in the future.
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EXPLAIN it like you’re five.
Five year-olds have a habit of asking “why”. For example, why is the ocean
salty? Why do I have elbows? Why does Play-Doh taste so delicious?

Uncle Joe, sometimes I eat a lot of
grapes and have to poop. Why do I
need to poop so
much?

I dunno. Maybe because
grapes have
a lot of fiber
in them.

Here’s the tricky part though. Even when we give them an honest-to-goodness,
solid answer – the type of answer any rational adult would appreciate and
accept – the five year-old doesn’t do any of that. Instead, they ask, “why”, again.
And again. And why. Again. Why? Why!?
Just because. That’s why.
If you find yourself struggling to layout your literature review’s argument, revert
back to your inner five year-old self and ask yourself, “why?”.

Why does fiber make me
poop?

Begin by asking, “why does my research matter to the rest of the world?” If your
answer is, “it doesn’t”, then get a new research topic, you dingus. But, if your
answer is, “because factor x causes people to experience frustration with y and
z. You’re off to a good start.

*Googles*

Well, it looks like fiber contains
things that aren’t broken down
in your tummy -- things called
cellulose, lignin, and
pectin.

Keep asking “why”.
Why does “factor x cause people to experience frustration?”. Well, because
factor x takes several minutes to complete, it takes more effort than people
want to expend, it costs more money than people perceive it to be worth, etc.
Again, ask why to each and every one of these reasons you give yourself. Write
down each question and response. Before you know it, you will have the start of
a halfway decent outline for your literature review. Best of all: the sequence of
your questions and responses can often translate directly into the sequence of
your literature review argument.

Why can’t those things be
broken down?

try this on for size

*Googles again*

People don’t have the necessary bacteria
in their intestines to make enzymes called
cellulases that breakdown the
1-4 beta glucose bonds. So,
our tummies can’t break down
things like cellulose
into its simpler
glucose molecules.

Starting with your main research question, ask yourself “why that question should matter
to the rest of the world”.
See how many paths you can uncover, simply by asking yourself “why” to each of your
responses. Take note of how many versions you come up with – if you have several
versions, it’s possible your project is split between too many competing topics, or that
you’re missing an important “why” that ties one or more of these things together. The
goal of this activity is to be able to repeat it and reach the same logical conclusions each
time around.
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But why can’t..
um.. it break the
bonds and.. the,
um.. cellular
toast.. into
glue?

Don’t you
need to
poop yet?
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KNOW your reader.
It’s very easy to forget how much you’ve learned along the way as you progress
through graduate school. Concepts become internalized. One article blends
in with the next. Aspects that you once thought were “over your head” will
eventually seem trivial. Over time, we ask ourselves increasingly complex
questions about our field; things that we would have never thought about when
we were first learning about it. Although these questions can seem elementary,
keep in mind that not everyone is as heavily immersed in your field or topic as
you are.
Sometimes you have to take a step back and ask, “what types of questions
would a novice in this subject want me to answer?”, and, “do novices interpret
the terms x, y, and, z in the same way that I do?” This will help you understand
the types of information you need to convey to your peers in order to get them
on the same page as you.

Starting with your main research question, ask yourself “why that
question should matter to the rest of the world”.
See how many paths you can uncover, simply by asking yourself “why”

They will see things differently than you. Rather than rejecting or dismissing
what they say, try to understand why they think that way. It’s possible that
you communicated something to them that did not come across the way you
intended. These moments help you
become a better writer – they help
you see where the breakdowns are
occurring, and if you’re particularly
astute, sometimes they will help you
find ways to fix them moving forward.
Eventually, if you decide to publish
or present your research -- and
you should! -- you will be better at
honing in on the language you need
to use as well as the questions you
need to resolve. Remember: like any
publication – fiction, non-fiction, etc.
– one of your goals should always
be to provide an enjoyable reading
experience for your readers – which,
means conveying your “story” in ways
they will easily understand and hold
their interest.
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JOIN a writing group.
The process of writing a thesis or dissertation can make you feel like you’re a
crazy person -- nobody else seems to understand your fears and frustrations.
You carry around a giant stack of papers like they have invaluable government
secrets printed on them. And every conversation you have seems to somehow
circle back to your research and how its eating you alive.
Guess what? You’re not crazy. Well, maybe you are. I don’t know that for sure.
What I mean is, even though you feel like your thesis or dissertation is driving
you nuts, it’s perfectly normal to feel the way you do. The constraints and
pressures you are under are unlike what about 90% of the population can say
they’ve experienced firsthand.
So, what do you do?
Well, you could start by forming a writing group with your peers. Nothing
serious. Nothing formal. Just a once or twice a week meet up where you sit
down in a room with each other and share drafts of your research. It doesn’t
matter if you have one sentence on the page, or if you have a thousand. Sharing
your research and writing helps you get into the mindset of communicating your
work in a way that others can understand.

try this on for size
Think about who in your program is at about
the same stage as you are – meaning, they’ve
completed about the same number of credits,
they’re at about the same place in their thesis or
dissertation research.
How many people fit this description? Three?
Four? One?
Next time you see these people, make it a point
to ask them about how their research is going. If
they are in the writing stage, ask them about some
of the issues they’re experiencing. Share your
experiences so far with them too.

Writing groups can also serve as a support group too. These people know where
you are coming from. They have experienced it, or they will soon experience it.
Learn from each other’s mistakes. Make it a point to share information about
program deadlines
and other due
dates. Hold each
other accountable
to provide as much
feedback as you
receive.
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SEEK out feedback from your peers.
Let’s take stock for a moment. Think about what resources and expertise you
can offer to others in the program. As a graduate student, you’re most likely
broke, and living off a steady diet of ramen noodles, coffee, and expired GoGurts – so, we can’t say one of your resources is money. Also, your LinkedIn
profile hasn’t been updated in the last six or seven months – so, it’s probably
fair to say you don’t have a ton of useful industry connections.
So, if you don’t have deep pockets or networking ties, what do you have?
As an inexperienced graduate student, all you basically have to offer others is
your time and feedback. That’s about it. Well, maybe one of those expired GoGurts, but I doubt anyone will take you up on that offer.
Keep in mind though, time is one of the scarcest resources for someone in
academia or the industry has access to. It’s something that increasingly
becomes harder to come by as more responsibilities get assigned to us over
time. With this in mind, consider asking your peers for basic writing feedback
first before you go to a faculty member. It’s not that the faculty member will ever
turn you down – in fact, most get really nerdy about providing writing feedback
– it’s more the issue of they may not be able to set aside time for you right
at that moment. Instead, you may have to wait a few days before you can sit
down with them to get their undivided attention. Especially when your thesis or
dissertation deadlines are quickly approaching, you may not be able to wait that
long.
On the other hand, most of your peers have all the time in the world – not really,
but you know what I mean. Within the span of about five minutes, you can
introduce the writing issue you are facing, and they can help you work through
it. Sometimes just even the act of talking through the issue will resolve it. But if
the problem persists, at least you have two halfway intelligent people working
on it. As the saying goes, two heads are better than one!

try this on for size
Next time you see one of your colleagues who is about
a year into the program, ask them how their research
proposal is coming along.
Ask what they are struggling with. Ask what section
they are stuck on. Offer to read a section of their
proposal and provide feedback on it. Their literature
review, for example, should only take you a little while
to read and discuss with them.

“Not your FInest work,
no.”

Also, it probably goes without saying but…
If you do elicit help from a friend, make sure you reciprocate the favor. Even if
they are not at the same stage in the writing process as you, they will eventually
get there. And you can bet they will face the exact same issues you are facing
now.
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SEEK out feedback from other faculty.
One of the upsides of having a thesis or dissertation committee is that you
have multiple people to rely on for writing feedback. Some students will have
their “go-to” person on their committee, then rely on the other two people when
the first person is swamped or isn’t an expert in that area of your research.
Other students will spread it around, using each committee member for writing
feedback more or less to the same degree.
For 75% of the semester, these approaches work great. However, there are two
periods of the semester where it can get tricky. The first is in the very beginning
of the semester when faculty members are helping new students settle in, and
making sure the course syllabi they scrutinized over for the last few months
isn’t going to fall apart by the second week of the semester. The second is at
the very end of the semester when all hell breaks loose, and faculty members
are scrambling to finish grading their undergraduate exams, provide feedback
on your final projects, and submit two grants to ensure there will be some paid
research opportunities for next year’s graduate students.
The point is this: if you find yourself in need of quick writing feedback that
your peers can’t figure out, consider going to a faculty member outside your
committee circle. Especially if it’s the front or backend of the semester.
Keep in mind though – you shouldn’t dump your entire thesis or dissertation on
this unsuspecting faculty member’s desk and tell them to get to work. Anything
you plan to give to them should be readable within 5 – 10 minutes on their end.
If you find yourself tempted to send them your entire results section, and ask,
“is this any good?”. Do not press the send button. Instead, ask them specific
questions about specific areas of your writing. For example, “should I report
p-values and effect sizes here?” Save the “does this make sense?” types of
questions for your peers or committee members.
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try this on for size
Once you’ve selected your thesis or dissertation
committee members, make a short-list of faculty
members you feel could serve as stand-ins for
potential issues you might encounter. It doesn’t
have to be anything crazy or formalized – just one or
two faculty members that you think could help out
quickly, if you have a short, but tricky question.
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AVOID bedazzled, ostentated, flummoxed words.
Just in case you didn’t understand the title, here’s the quick and dirty of it:
Avoid using complex words.
As a graduate student, you have a three-part dilemma to resolve as your write
your thesis or dissertation. First and foremost, you need to communicate what
you did and why you did it. Second, you need to convince your reader that you
are credible and the work you did is virtually air tight. Third, you need to leave
just enough language in there that conveys your research is not the be-all-endall answer to the problem – after all, your results only “suggest this”, they never
“prove this”.
Each of these “needs” can feel like they are constantly at odds with each other.
For example, if I leave too many “may-s” and “might-s” and “possibly-s” in my
writing, it undercuts my credibility. But if I don’t hedge some of my language, I
run the risk of implying that my research is the solution.
For what it’s worth, this dilemma is universally experienced by graduate
students and faculty members alike. However, a key difference between an
inexperienced graduate student and a veteran faculty member is how quickly
each one is capable of honing in on that balancing act. The former struggle
with it for months at a time, writing themselves into corners, remaining too
reluctant to use the “delete” key to get themselves out of the whole mess. The
latter may struggle with it from time to time, but know what pitfalls to watch
out for as they go. This, of course, takes years of experience to learn. Years of
failing and starting over. Years of frustration and booze. And while time is one of
the resources graduate students have in high supply, you don’t have that much
time.
Sooner or later you will feel the need to get unstuck. And the following bright
idea will hit you: “what better way to resolve all three components of my
dilemma than to “smart talk” my way out of it!
Avoid this temptation like the plague.
Words like “pontificate” and “superannuated” and “multifarious” sound brainy.
In fact, they are brainy. But they are also downright unnecessary. Replace
“pontificate” with “lecture”. Replace “superannuated” with “obsolete”. Replace
“multifarious” with “numerous”. In almost any case you feel yourself reaching
for the thesaurus to find a different way to say something, stop for a moment
and ask yourself why. What’s wrong with the word you were thinking of?
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TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE SENSE OF WHAT
HAPPENS WHEN YOU CONDUCT A STUDY.
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MIND the logistics of your study ideas.
Research in both the academic and industry worlds revolve around tradeoffs.
For example, let’s say you want to study how an inhaler’s design (e.g., size,
weight, shape) might affect how likely someone with COPD (Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease) would be to carry it with them on a daily basis. On paper,
this idea is great. But the more you dig into it, you’ll find there are several
logistical issues.
First, how are you going to find and recruit people with COPD. Most
organizations or help groups for individuals with COPD aren’t going to solicit
your research for you. Second, how are you going to compensate your
participants? Remember, you’re a ramen noodle eating, go-gurt slurping
graduate student. You’re broke and will not be able to pay these people out of
pocket. Third, how are you quantifying your study variables? In other words,
what constitutes a meaningful inhaler design change? How are you measuring
likelihood of adherence? Are these measures reliable? Are they repeatable?
Could other researchers replicate your methods?
The list of questions goes on and on. These types of logistical concerns are the
things you have to anticipate, identify, and resolve before you submit your study
for IRB (Institutional Review Board) approval.
Chances are, your research project will be a little more straight-forward than the
study I just described. There will be literature on the topic to help guide your
initial research questions. Your advisor will let you know if you’re getting in over
your head. Use this feedback to help shape your research goals.

try this on for size
With the next research idea you have, rate how feasible you study would be on
a scale of 1 to 10. In this case, 1 would represent, “not feasible at all”, and a 10
would represent “piece of cake”. The questions are (in no particular order):
1. Who will your participant be?
2. What metrics are you using to measure
your dependent and independent
variable(s)?
3. Where will your study be held?
4. How long will each study session last?
5. How will participants be compensated?
6. Will you need to audio or video record
during each session?
7. How will your data be recorded?
8. How will your data be stored?
9. How will you interpret these data?

What’s on your mind, Grasshopper?
When you plan a study, there are a lot of things that must go
through your mind. Create a list of who, what, when, where,
why, and how -- fill all of this information in. This will be a good
starting point to help you figure out the smaller details. Anytime
you have a new idea, reference back to this list and determine
whether it will or will not fit in.
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KNOW the characteristics of your participants.
If your thesis or dissertation research is completely and utterly dependent on
a couple dozen sleep-deprived, hung-over, uninterested, perpetually confused
undergraduate students with an umbilical cord-like attachment to their
smartphone – you are in for a rude awakening.
This isn’t to say that all undergraduates make for “bad” participants. If
we made that claim, it would call into question about 50% of the research
conducted in the fields of behavioral sciences. The take away point here is that
undergraduate participants are okay, but like any population that is receiving
little immediate value out of the research experience, they have their limits.
At least in the User Experience industry, it’s not unheard of for participants
to be paid $100 - $200 for an hour of their time. Not bad, considering all they
have to do is mess around with some new gizmos and slop down an answer or
two on a questionnaire. But in the realm of academia, large payments like this
are virtually non-existent. There just aren’t the dollars to support it. And not
surprisingly, the level of undergraduate enthusiasm for research often matches
its rather underwhelming means of compensation.

what research is and why it matters. Show them a side of science that will get
them hooked.
When you are in the planning phases of your research, try to think of who your
participant population will be. What do they want? What do they want to avoid?
What do they value? What value do they see in your research? The answers to
these types of questions should help you gauge what types of results you can
expect to get out of your study. Also, anticipating these limitations can also
help you figure out how to organize your research questions so that one or two
bad eggs won’t spoil all of your results. Whenever possible, design your study
in ways that one or more research questions are not entirely dependent on all
the responses a participant provides. For example, even if a “bad” participant
provides things like their demographic information, that may still be useful in
helping you answer some other research question.

the average male undergraduate participant

Remember though: you need them, and they need you. It’s a symbiotic
relationship, really. Likewise, there is also an ebb and flow to this relationship as
well. Kind of like a type of supply and demand.
At any given point in the semester, there could be an influx of studies available
to undergraduate participants – one, of which, might be yours. Good for them,
bad for you. The opposite can occur as well – the student checks on SONA, and
look, your study is the only one with available time slots. Good for you, bad for
them.
Whatever the case may be though, always, always, always show appreciation
for your participants time and attention. Even if it didn’t take all that much time,
or even if they didn’t pay all that much attention. They still did something that
helped you out, so appreciate the value they did provide.
Some sessions you will have really bad participants – people that make you
want to pull your hair out and smash your face into the rest of your face. Other
sessions you will have really good participants – people that are genuinely
interested in your research and try their best.
For better or worse, both groups represent your population. To think that the rest
of the world operates any differently is just plain silly. Your role as a researcher
is larger than your research – you are shaping these students’ impression of
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WHEN you hear hoof-beats, look for horses
instead of zebras.
In the medical world, there is a bit of advice that goes as follows: “when you
hear hoof-beats, you should look for horses instead of zebras”. In other words,
consider the obvious causal factors before you start entertaining the stranger
ones.
This idea applies to tons of aspects of the research process.
A while back, I was working with some folks on a project that studied how the
type 2 diabetic population would use a new piece of technology. One guy asked,
“where should we run the follow-up study?”. Before anyone could reply, he starts
Googling, “diabetic percentages by state”, “areas of the country with the largest
occurrence rate of diabetes”.

the field.
That’s all well and good, but the reality is that you need to understand that even
if you research is unique, it’s developed – or at least should be developed – from
previous findings. Consequently, you shouldn’t expect your results to stray too
far from what has been found in the past, especially if the variables within your
field are fairly well understood.
If and when you do find what looks to be a nugget of obscurity, you would be
wise to look at what may have caused that weirdness before rushing to the
publisher. Dig deeper to find why you got the results that you did. Start with
the obvious. Proceed to the the not so obvious. Repeat your study, if needed. It
might be gold. But it might also be horse crap. One thing is for sure though, it’s
not zebra crap because we live in Arizona, not Tanzania.

“Oh, it looks like Baton Rouge, Louisiana is about 1.5x higher than the national
average!”, he exclaimed, “We should go there!”.
What he didn’t consider is that Baton Rouge, Louisiana’s population isn’t all that
big: 229,426 people. And the national average of individuals with type-2 diabetes
is only about 10%. The fact that they had a higher percentage rate of individuals
with type 2 diabetes was a moot point, especially when you consider that the
population of cities like New York and Los Angeles are 8,406,000 and 3,884,000,
respectively. Not to mention, these larger cities have a much higher population
density per square mile than Baton Rouge – making our prospective recruiting
“net” cast across many more people.
To put things into perspective better: this guy wasn’t an idiot. In fact, quite
the opposite. He had a PhD in Molecular Physics and was CE-Something of
Such-and-Such Company. The breakdown in his thinking was one that we all
experience from time to time. We fixate on the wrong details. We inflate the
importance of something in our mind. We downplay the cost of something we
desperately want. In essence, we assign causality to the less obvious variables
because the obscure variables happened to be more salient at that moment in
time.
This saying also applies to data analysis as well.
Let’s say you are planning a study. You are really excited about it because you
are a nerd and that’s what nerds do. You are so excited that you think your
research is special. It’s different. It’s like nothing else that has been reported in
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COMMON sense is not so common.
Academia is a place where every last detail and word gets scrutinized. Say the
wrong thing, and boom – you’ve lost all respect from your peers, the faculty
considers you an outcast, you’re family severs all ties with you, the sky opens
up and rains down hot slop, and Donald Trump gets elected president. Okay,
maybe nothing that extreme, but it still feels bad when write something, err, less
smarterer.
Don’t let this concern force you into the habit of forgoing your common sense,
simply because you haven’t found the supporting literature to back it up yet.
If common sense suggests that the relationship between x and y operates in
z manner, then listen to it.
If someone calls you out
on it, then deal with it and
move on. That is one of the
points of writing iterative
drafts. Don’t ignore common
sense altogether – this
could simply be a gap in
the literature that needs to
be explored further. Check
your field. Check related
fields. Restate your search
queries with different terms.
Typically, your idea will never
be so far astray that you
cannot find an article or two
that discusses it to some
extent.
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In case you’re wondering, it’s illegal to carry an ice cream cone in your back
pocket in Kentucky.
Some say it was because it was a way for you to lure another person’s horse
back to your farm without it being considered, “stealing”. Others say someone
just got really drunk one day and wrote down the craziest thing they could think
of and made it a law. Regardless of who said what, one thing we can all agree
on is this: it would be really, really stupid to put an ice cream cone in your back
pocket -- put it in your front pocket like a sane individual and carry on with the
rest of your day. Sheesh.
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FAIL in ways that prevent you from failing too much.
If you haven’t realized it by now, failure is a huge part of the graduate school
experience. It’s unavoidable. It gives you a definable line to tell you what your
boundaries are, and what you need to fix in order to move forward.
Phrases like, “fail smart” and “fail better” have become a weird mantra in many
of the hipster, tech start-up industries -- many of which, have stemmed from a
grossly misinterpreted section of Samuel Beckett’s, Worstward Ho. (Seriously, if
you know anything about Samuel Beckett, you know his writing is the furthest
thing from being “optimistic” about anything).
Despite these misinterpretations, the idea of “failing smart” is reflected in useful
approaches such as, “iterative design” – something that is an essential part
of what makes fields like UX design and Systems Engineering so different from
other fields of research.
In case you don’t know what “iterative design” is, think of it like writing drafts of
a paper. You write a crude, first draft that introduces your main points. Then, you
revise. You fix the crudeness and get a little closer to something better. Then,
you revise. You fix it more, clearing up the confusing language. Then, you revise.
Again. And again.
Iterative design is similar to this. You start out by giving it your best go.
Then, you try, try again. Each time you try, you go in with the mindset of fixing
something, or making something work better. Little things at a time. Quick turnarounds. Micro-testing. With each iteration, you carve away a new foothold that
prevents you from failing too far, or losing too much along the way.
Think of failure during your graduate school experience in the same way. Do
your best to fail in ways that don’t cause you to fall all the way back down
the proverbial ladder of progress. Pay attention to why you failed. Use that
knowledge to help you fail in ways that will make you fail “smarter” in the future.
Okay. This is sounding too mushy to me right now. Let’s firm things up a bit.
Example. Yeah.
You’re planning to start writing your literature review soon. You have five articles
you want to use as your jumping off point. One option would be to read all five
articles, think about how to related to one another, then start writing. A second
option would be to read all five articles, take notes on each one that highlights
key points, then start an outline for your paper.
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Oh noooo!
You find a new article that examines exactly what you were planning to study.
You decide that you need to shift gears a little. Now what?
If you went with the first option, the only useful information you are left with is
what you can remember from reading the articles. Things aren’t quite as clear
as they were when you read the article last week, but you can still recall bits and
pieces. Had you gone with second option, you would have all the notes you took
on the articles, as well as your outline. You can take these abstract pieces and
apply them to a new research question without having to completely re-read
these articles. To look at this position from a different angle, option one leaves
you in more of a subjective state; you’re relying on your “mental cliff notes”
of the articles. By comparison, option two is a little more objective. If you reread these notes, chances it would provide a better play-by-play of the articles
themselves.
“On. Say on. Be said on. Somehow on. Till nohow on. Said nohow on.
Say for be said. Missaid. From now say for missaid.
Say a body. Where none. No mind. Where none. That at least. A place. Where none. For the
body. To be in. Move in. Out of. Back into. No. No out. No back. Only in. Stay in. On in. Still.
All of old. Nothing else ever. Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.
First the body. No. First the place. No. First both. Now either. Now the other. Sick of the either
try the other. Sick of it back sick of the either. So on. Somehow on. Till sick of both. Throw
up
and go. Where neither. Till sick of there. Throw up and back. The body
again. Where none. The place again. Where none. Try again.
Fail again. Better again. Or better worse. Fail worse again.
Still worse again. Till sick for good. Throw up for good. Go for
good. Where neither for good. Good and all.
It stands. What? Yes. Say it stands. Had to up in the end
and stand. Say bones. No bones but say bones. Say ground.
No ground but say ground. So as to say pain. No mind and
pain? Say yes that the bones may pain till no choice but stand.
Somehow up and stand. Or better worse remains. Say remains
of mind where none to permit of pain. Pain of bones till no choice
but up and stand. Somehow up. Somehow stand. Remains of mind
where none for the sake of pain. Here of bones. Other examples if
needs must. Of pain. Relief from. Change of.
All of old. Nothing else ever. But never so failed. Worse failed. With care
never worse failed.”

“Worstward Ho”

Written by Samuel Beckett
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PLAN your statistical analyses before you finish
collecting data.

Keeping your labels short and to the point – say, two or three words – can
reduce the likelihood that SPSS will chop off the tail end of variable name.
When it does chop some of this text, it can make it difficult to determine which
variable you need without constantly re-sizing the window.

In most cases, there will be a good chunk of time between when you start
planning your research and when you finish collecting data. Previous Master’s
students, for example, have collected their data in as little as two or three
weeks, while others have taken several months. It all depends on the number
of estimated participants you need, the scope of your project, your research
questions, and method-related details. For example, whether you are running a
“between subjects” or “within subjects” design.

In the long-term, the benefit of creating meaningful variable names will be
apparent once you access these data several months or years from now.
Faculty members know the headache of having to sift through old study results
and make sense of everything all over again. A year from now, the ordering of
questions in your study will be fuzzy, at best. Take an extra 15 – 30 minutes
now to create these labels. If you want to take it a step further, also think about
creating an Excel sheet that explains your variables a little better, such as which
metrics you used and who created them (e.g., NASA TLX; SUS).

Rather than wait for these data to arrive, be proactive during this time. Try
creating a mock data set using random numbers while you wait for the real
data to come in. This can help you determine how your study’s data should be
formatted, saving you a lot of time down the road.
Likewise, once the first few participants complete your study, perform a “sanity
check” over those data – meaning, a quick, broad, shallow test to ensure that
nothing funny is going on. During this sanity check, you should check for
logistical issues, such as, “is my audio and/or video recording correctly?”, “do I
have all the variables I need?”, and “are any of my variables suspect to a ceiling
or floor effect?”
Notice that this sanity check isn’t an attempt at making sense of your data.
Reviewing basic results such as standard deviation, means, and frequencies
won’t signal anything useful until quite a few more people participant in your
study. If you have to look at these results, go ahead. But just know, the results
you get after 2 participants will almost always be different than the results you
get after 10 participants. And so on.
Once you have a couple participants’ data collected – and assuming everything
in the sanity check looks fine – go ahead and label all your variables with
names that you know will continue to make sense months or years from now.
Data collection programs (e.g., Qualtrics, Surveygizmo, QuestionPro, etc.)
aren’t particularly good at providing useful variable names on their own. In fact,
some programs list out the variable names as, “Q3, Q4, Q5, etc.”, requiring you
to go back through and create a master key that matches things back up. For
example, “Q3” = “Intrinsic motivation at pre-test”.
In the short-term, you will want these labels to make sense so that you can
quickly pull in one and take out another as you start conducting analyses. For
example, in SPSS’s regression windows, it lists all your variables in a fairly
narrow vertical box based on the order it was entered in your “variable view”.
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One last tip about “old” data...
It’s possible you will run your study,
finish your thesis or dissertation, and
never look at these results again.
Do your best to do something with
your results. Don’t let it just sit there.
You spent all that time planning,
revising, preparing, collecting,
analyzing, writing, and defending
this research. You’ve done 90% of
the work needed to get your work
published. Finish that extra 10% and
turn it into something that the rest
of the scientific community can use.
Not to mention, it’s always cool to be
able to say that you’ve published a
scientific journal article -- it’s a good
talking point during interviews too.
One other thing to keep in mind about
organizing, planning, and conducting your analyses, is that you will need to do
a lot of combining and sorting before things are finished. Consider investing
some time in learning how to do this efficiently instead of cutting and pasting
all the time. Programs and statistical packages such as R offer a lot of ways to
manipulate and manage data. Furthermore, if you can list programs like R on
your resume, more businesses will pay attention to your application.
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ALL the articles you can eat.
One of the biggest perks of being a graduate student at ASU is that you have
unlimited access to thousands of journal publications. This advantage alone is
worth the cost of tuition.
Don’t believe me?
Companies pay thousands of dollars each year to get access to cutting edge
research from journal publishers such as, “Cognitive Psychology”, “Journal of
Consumer Psychology”, or, “Journal of Economic Psychology” – just to name a
few. If you were to pay out of pocket for just these three journal subscriptions
each year, it would cost you a total of $5,400.
Does that number look familiar to you?
That’s basically what your cost of tuition is per academic semester. And that’s
just three journal publishers. You will sample articles from dozens, possibly
even hundreds of publishers as you go through graduate school. So, I’ll repeat
what I said earlier: this is one of the biggest perks of being a graduate student at
ASU.
Now that your chomping at the bit to learn more about these resources, let me
tell you a little bit about how to use them effectively.
First off, let’s go over the various ways you can start accessing journal articles.
Although there are probably a solid dozen website portals out there that will
put your ASU account to work, most students and faculty members use the
following three outlets:
1.
2.
3.

Google Scholar
ResearchGate
ProQuest (through lib.asu.edu)

Because each of these outlets are so detailed – and have so many pro tips! –
the next few pages are going to outline pro tips that will assist you as you use
each one.
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GOOGLE Scholar:
There’s a reason why since it’s origin in 2004, Google Scholar has displayed a
parsed statement from Isaac Newton -- “if I have seen further, it is by standing
on the shoulders of giants”.
It is one of the biggest portals out there for searching journal articles.
The goal of building Google Scholar was inspired by Alex Verstak and Anurag
Acharya’s desire to “make the world’s problem solvers 10% more efficient”. At
the time – and to a large extend still to this day – Google Scholar is one of the
easiest, accurate, and most robust platforms for accessing published scientific
information.
Once you get your ASU account information all squared away (e.g., email
address, password). The very first thing you should do once get to the Google
Scholar page is to press the “settings” link (top-right of the page). On the next
page, deselect the “include patents” checkbox – unless you really wanted to
become a Patent Attorney and you simply filled at the wrong form on ASU’s
website.

Perhaps more importantly though, most of these results now have PDF links off
to the right that you can click on and find a downloadable link. Sometimes it will
give you two options: a top option that links out to a publisher or host website,
and a bottom option that says, “Get It @ ASU”. Click either one. I usually try the
top link first, and if it brings me to a complicated, poorly designed publisher
page, I’ll try the “Get It @ ASU” link next.
Had you not linked your ASU account, many of these results wouldn’t have PDF
links.

The All Seeing, All Knowing Google.
With a halfway decent internet connection and computer, you can learn about
pretty much anything imaginable. However, the onus of learning how to conduct
a “great search” through Google (and other search engines) is still very much
on you to figure out. Of course, you could Google “effective Google search
strategies” too.

Next, select “library links” from the options on the left of the page. Search,
“Arizona State University” in the search field. Find the appropriate option and
select it. You should see a check-box option below the search field that says,
“Arizona State University – Get it @ ASU”. Make sure that box is checked.

It’s a Catch-22 though. How do you know if you’re search strategies are good or
bad? Who provides this feedback? Doesn’t it require metacognitive reflection?
What about self-regulation? What the hell do these terms even mean? Better
Google them.

Also, make sure you have your cookies turned on – this saves these settings
so that you don’t have to re-do these steps each time you want to use Google
Scholar. Press, “save”.

Many studies have revealed that college students -- undergraduates and
graduates alike -- use less than optimal search strategies. Poor search
strategies yield poor search results. Poor results get mixed in with good results.
All are treated equal. Poor results lead to misinformation. Misinformation gets
mulled over, internalized,
and socialized with others
(who may also use poor
search strategies).

Easy-peasy.
If you’re wondering why you did this – here it is.
Google Scholar is a sly beast. You put in your search query, it spits out
thousands of results. You go, “oOooo!” and “ahhHhh!” and never think to
question whether this is everything Google Scholar has on the topic.
The truth is that these results are only the tip of the iceberg. What’s more, it can
sometimes be some crappy part of the iceberg that nobody cares about.

Ring around the rosie.
Stop the cycle. Learn how
to improve your search
strategies.

The true magic happens after you link up your ASU account with Google
Scholar. You get additional search results – sometimes, better search results.
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GOOGLE Scholar - Blue belt: Intermediate Pro Tips.
Let’s say you’ve done some Google Scholaring. You typed in some words. Hit
enter. It returned some stuff.

try this on for size

Cool.

Start to “save” journal articles to your personal reading library
in Google Scholar.

Now let’s say you found a journal article that is really, really good. In fact, it’s so
good that you want to find more that are as closely related to it as possible.

This is helpful during the early stages of your literature review
when you’re not quite sure what to read.

You have two options.
First, look for the link that says how many times that journal article was cited. It
should say, “Cited by n”. Click that link. This new list will give you all the journal
articles since the original journal article’s publication that have cited it.
You can also kick it up a notch and check the box labeled, “search within citing
articles” – it’s located just underneath the target article’s title at the top of the
page. Once you check this box, you can re-do your search in the top search field
and Google Scholar will limit the results to those found within this list of journal
articles. This can be helpful if you want to search for specialized terms, authors,
or phrases amongst these
articles.

Take a first pass through your Google Scholar search results, and save anything
that seems remotely close to your topic. After you save, say, two or three dozen
articles to your library, open up your library by selecting the, “My library” link on
the left-side of the Google Scholar page.
For your second pass, go through this list and re-read the titles and tags of each
article you saved. Eliminate the ones that seem unhelpful.
For your third pass, check each articles’ abstract. Does it discuss anything of
value for your research topic? Is it worth reading further? By the way, even if you
do not have PDF access to that journal article right then and there, every link
you save will allow you to read the abstract.
For other reading pro tips, check out the earlier sections of this book that are
related to “reading”.

The second option is to select
the “Related articles” link.
This will populate a new list of
journal articles that are closely
related to the target journal
article.
Personally, I prefer the first
option. It gives you more
control, and you don’t have to
guess what Google Scholar is
basing that “relatedness” on.
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GOOGLE Scholar - Black belt: Advanced Pro Tips.
One limitation of Google Scholar’s vast, vast repository of research connections
is, well, umm, it’s vastness. You quickly find out that switching out a word with a
synonym, or deleting a term can completely change the results it returns to you.
Fortunately, there are some simple work-arounds.
The main one you need to familiarize yourself with is the inconspicuous
dropdown button at the far right of the search field on Google Scholar’s
homepage. Click that, and you’ll see a new menu pop up where you can tailor
your search terms.
To start things off, let’s get to understand the options listed out on this new
search menu.
The first modifiable field should be, “with all of the words”. Anything you type
in this search bar must be included in your search results. But since Google
Scholar works in much the same way as Google – errr, “unleaded 87”? – these
search results could be pulling from the article’s title, body text, headers,
citations, or even from the annoying publisher notes listed at the end of some
journal articles.
Another thing to keep in mind about this search option is that it treats
each word as a separate entity. Meaning, if I search for “quitting behaviors
among college students”, it’s really searching five different things: “quitting”,
“behaviors”, “among”, “college”, and “students”. The problem with this is that
some terms will yield more connections with journal article content. As a result,
instead of getting information that might relate to the question of, “why do
college students quit?”, I may very well get things related to, “college students
and quitting smoking”. Quite a bit different.
The way around this is to use the next search field, “with the exact phrase”.
Any terms you put in this field will be viewed as a set or group by the allseeing, all-knowing Googler. To revisit my last search example, my search of,
“quitting behaviors among college students” will only allow Google Scholar to
return results that have the exact phrase of, “quitting behaviors among college
students”. As you can probably imagine, this can quickly cut down the number
of applicable results. In some cases, you’re search terms will be too specific,
and you’re get nothing back. Congratulations, you broke Google. Now we can’t
play ball no more.

academic-specific phrases. For example, if I wanted to learn about “cognitive
load theory”, this search option would weed out all the nonsense and show
me the good stuff. Had I searched through the, “with all of the words” option
instead, I might find some good stuff, but I would also get a lot of useless stuff
too.
The next option is, “with at least one of the words”. You probably will not use
this option all that much, but it is helpful some of the time. Think of this option
like a shotgun. You load in a bunch of words you think relate to your topic, and
Google Scholar will return results with at least one of those words. It might
return some results with a couple of your terms too. For example, if I wasn’t sure
that “quitting” was the term used most often in the academic literature, I might
type in, “quitting withdrawal quit stop cease”.
“Without the words” is a good way to get rid of pesky fields that don’t mesh well
with the results you want. For example, if I’m searching for, “quitting behaviors
among college students”, and I don’t want anything to do with “smoking” or
“cigarettes”, I simply type those latter two terms into this field. Now, my results
will not mention anything about “smoking cessation” or “quitting cigarettes”.
“Where my words occur” is pretty self-explanatory. Radio button one will give
you results that tie in with any text in the journal article – title, citations, article
text, publisher notes – literally, anywhere in the article. Radio button two will
give you only the results that tie your search terms to the titles of articles. This
is a good way to find that long-lost article that you vaguely remember reading
months ago. It’s also a good way to fish for articles possibly related to your
topic. Basically, try to imagine what you might title your future research. Do this
a couple times with different versions and you might hit pay dirt.
I won’t belabor the remaining options on this advanced search window. These
last few fields are ways that you can search by specific authors (e.g., initials,
last name, etc.), the publisher of a particular journal article, and the dates in
which you’d like your results to fall between.
Of these three options, you’ll probably use the, “return articles dated between”
the most. If nobody has told you yet, the overwhelming majority of your
citations should come from recent years. There’s no hard and fast rules on this,
but basically, aim for journal articles appearing in the last 10 years. It’s perfectly
fine to cite older articles too, but your entire research should not be contingent
upon some publication that occurred thirty years ago. A lot changes in science
over the span of a half-dozen years, or so. Entire academic theories can rise and
fall – check out research on the “Mozart Effect”, if you want to see an example
of this. Using recent publications increases the likelihood that what you’re
basing your research on is still “respected” and “accepted” in your field.

One advantage of this search field is that you can quickly search for industry or
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GOOGLE Scholar - Super Awesome Fun Sunshine Pro
Tips.

A “NOT” operator prevents the term following it from being included in the
results of your search. If you searched, “quit NOT cease”, it would remove any
journal articles that mention the word, “cease” from your search results.
But wait! There’s more.

Okay, by this point, I’m expecting that you read the last pro tips on Google
Scholar, mastered them all, and are ready to move on to these ultimate pro tips.
If you’re not ready yet, you could seriously injure yourself – or worse yet – get
really, really confused and bored.
You’ve been warned.

Each of these Boolean operators only works when you use the correct quotation
strings. Meaning, you have to group together phrases with quotations, then
drop in your operator of choice, then group together your next phrase with
quotations, etc.
Ex. “quitting behaviors” NOT “cessation” AND “college students”.

Google scholar’s search functionality works within what is known as, “Boolean
logic” or “Boolean operators”. (It’s too late to turn back now!). For those that are
interested, the term, “Boolean” comes from the person who invented this form of
logic in the 19th century named, George Boole – basically, a solid one hundred
twenty-five years before personal computers like the “MITS Altair 8800” and the
“Apple I” were available.
Despite it’s complex sounding name, the basics of Boolean logic isn’t all that
complicated. At the foundation of Boolean logic are three terms, also know as
“operators”. These operators are: “AND”, “OR”, and “NOT”. Each operator imparts
its own influence over your search terms.
An “AND” operator on the search terms, “quitting behaviors college students”,
could work in a bunch of different ways, depending on your intention. For
example, I could use it like, “quitting behaviors AND college students”, or
“quitting behaviors AND college AND students”, or any other combination I’d
like.

This assumes that you want only results with the phrase, “quitting behaviors”,
but not anything that says, “cessation”. Furthermore, it also assumes that you’d
like “college students” to show up in there as well.
Quotations are a key part of Boolean operators. Without them, the whole thing
falls apart pretty fast.
Here are a few other Boolean operators that can take your searches beyond
what the “advanced search” feature in Google Scholar allows.

Root expander
( ! ) This allows you to search for words with multiple endings all at once. For
example, “quit!” will return, “quit” and “quitting”.

Universal character

Google Scholar – and most other academic search engines you will use –
assumes a bunch of “AND”s in your search terms without you ever specifying.
For instance, the previous search of, “quitting behaviors college students” is
actually viewed by Google Scholar as, “quitting” AND “behaviors” AND “college”
AND “students”. Like I mentioned in a previous pro tip, no matter what your
search terms might look like on your end, Google Scholar treats each word like
a separate target in a journal article, unless you specifically tell it not to do that.
Hence, it assumes an, “AND” relationship between each term.

( * ) This allows you to search for words with variable characters or spellings
that those pesky British-type like to use (speak American like the rest of the
world, dang it!). For example, “behavio*r” will return, “behavior” and “behaviour”.

An “OR” operator works differently. It assumes you want this OR that, but not
both. In a search, that might look like, “quitting OR withdrawal OR cease” AND
“among college students”. Google Scholar will search for journal articles with
each of these terms separately and show anything that maps back to at least
one of the terms between the “OR”.

Just so you know...

Exact character
( # ) This allows you to search for the exact text you entered. For example,
“damage” would not return pluralized forms such as, “damages”.

All of these ninja coding-type operators should work with other journal article
databases too. ProQuest. Web of Science. Academic Premier.
They also work in regular Google.com too.
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PROQuest
ProQuest is one of ASU’s library portals for journal articles and other
informational resources. To access it from lib.asu.edu – ASU’s library page –
scroll down until you find, “PsycInfo” in the middle of the page. Once you click
on that link, ASU will ask you to sign in, if you aren’t already. Afterwards, you will
see a new page with “ProQuest” listed at the top-right corner.

Did you see that?

For what it’s worth, there are other ways to access ProQuest through ASU’s
library page. I find the route I just mentioned to be the fastest way. Other
options require you to click several additional links, whereas the one I just
described only takes a few.
Okay. Let’s say you are now on the ProQuest page via the route I described
above. Before you start searching for journal articles, always select the “All
databases” link just below that “ProQuest” label at the top.
Since we accessed ProQuest through “PsychInfo”, it assumes we are only
interested in finding articles based in the PsychInfo database. Most of the time,
this assumption works out fine for general research in applied psychology.
However, there will be some cases where you will want to access journal articles
from complimentary fields. For example, if you wanted to study how the design
of sports equipment impacts skill acquisition of a given sport, you might also
want to check out what the sports
medicine literature has to say about
it. The same might be true for other
fields as well – it just depends on
your research questions.
By selecting the “All databases”
link, you’re ensuring that ProQuest
uses every resource in its searching
capacity to pull results for your
queries.
Once you select the “All databases” link in the upper-left corner of ProQuest, it
will switch the format and banner design at the top of the page. As of Fall 2016,
it will also say that it’s connected to a total of 57 databases.
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PROQuest - Access to Interlibrary Loans.
Let’s clear things up before we get too far with this one. As a graduate student, you know
a thing or two about loans. Subsidized. Unsubsidized. Stafford. Perkins. Maybe even a bit
about loan sharks. Because of your familiarity with the term, “loans”, it’s perfectly normal
to raise a concerned eyebrow when you see it crop up in something research-related.
The first question students usually have is, “is this an actual loan?”, or, “do I have to
return something at the end of this?”
The answer to both questions is: NO
The term, “interlibrary loans” is a somewhat misleading term for the purposes of
accessing journal articles online. There’s nothing being “lent” or “borrowed” by the
student. It’s all digital. You don’t have to pick anything up in person. The PDF is sent to
your ASU email account, where you can download it and keep it forever (if you wanted).
Completely free. No money. No fees. No return dates. Free.
So why do they call it an “interlibrary loan” then? Well, I’m not sure. My guess is that
the ASU library and other libraries have an agreement with journal publishers. The
agreement says that, as the journal publisher, we will grant your institution access to a
specific journal article for a given period of time – typically between 1 – 3 months. After
that point, we end that digital “loan” so we can free up bandwidth on our end. It also
makes it so that the journal publisher doesn’t have to simultaneously host every single
journal article they’ve ever published on its server. Server space costs money. Journal
publishers, like most businesses, enjoy saving money.
You ping ASU’s library, they ping the publisher, and typically within 24 – 72 hours, you
have access to the specific journal article you requested.
This sounds like a big “to-do” for a single journal article, right?
Yes, and no. Yes, it is more time consuming and effortful that simply going onto Google
Scholar or ProQuest and having the journal article’s PDF at your literal and figurative
fingertips. No, because the alternative in some cases is that there is no other way to get
access to that specific journal article without personally paying for it.
One massive upside to interlibrary loans for journal articles is that you can get any
journal article out there, from any journal publisher out there, from (I think) any time in
that publisher’s history. While Google Scholar and ProQuest are great and all, they still
cannot offer anything close to that type of capability. Of course, you pay for this perk by
the slowness of process (and the cost of tuition!).
Okay, now you love interlibrary loans. You understand that they are free, free, free. How
do they work?

journal article from any other ASU resources (e.g., Google Scholar account links,
ProQuest, etc.)
The first step is to locate the journal article you want through ProQuest. If you’re a big
Google Scholar fan, this might require you to locate the article initially on Google Scholar,
copy over the article’s title or other information, and conducting a new search for it on
ProQuest. Them’s the breaks, kid.
Copy and paste this information in a new tab in your web browser, or somewhere that you
can easily access again in a couple minutes. You’ll see why in a moment.
The second step is to click on the, “Get it @ ASU” yellow link underneath your target
journal article’s link. Next, triple-check that you cannot access the PDF yourself.
Sometimes the publisher puts the link in weird spots, or makes you jump through hoops
to find it. Once you are sure you cannot get the PDF yourself, select the link on the lefthand side of the page under the “Still need help?” header. This link should say, “Request
through Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery”.
If this is your first time requesting an interlibrary loan journal article, select the “First
Time Users” link above where it says, “ILLiad Logon”.
Yes, you do have to create an account. And yes, it would be great if ASU would just
“know” you and set it up ahead of time. Again, them’s the breaks.
After you create your ILLiad account, you will probably have to – yet again – search for
your intended journal article. This is why it’s helpful to copy over your journal article’s
information before you completed the last couple steps.
Home stretch.
Once you find your journal article again through ProQuest, click on the “Get it @ ASU”
yellow link – just like you did the first time around. If ILLiad didn’t auto-log you into your
newly created account, simply sign in on this page when it prompts you. After you sign
in, you will see a screen that lists out the article’s author, article title, dates, etc. Press the,
“Submit Request” button at the bottom.
You will receive an automated email in your ASU inbox within an average of 24 hours
– 72 hours. I’ve had some articles take just 3 or 4 hours, but I’ve also had other articles
take 5 or 6 days. So, plan ahead!
Usually, the title of this email is, “Interlibrary Loan Requested Item Delivered
Electronically”. Open this email and click on the link the link that asks you to – YET
AGAIN!! – log into your ILLiad account. Sign in. Afterwards, you should see a screen that
lists out the journal article(s) you requested. To view and download the PDF, select the
“View” link on the left-hand side of your journal article.
You did it! Champion of the world and all the galaxies. Now get back to work; you have
some reading to do.

First off: you should only use interlibrary loans when you cannot get access to a specific
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RESEARCHGate.
Stay in touch.
ResearchGate is a little bit different than most other journal article-specific
portals. Similar to Google Scholar, it allows users to post published journal
articles, unpublished journal articles, early drafts, etc. Because of this flexibility,
you can sometimes find articles that are not available anywhere else on the
Internet. The downside to this, is that it’s dependent on whether the author
of that journal article a.) has a ResearchGate account, and b.) is able to post
that particular journal article without encountering issues from the article’s
publisher. Fortunately, both of those caveats have decreased over recent years,
due to the growing popularity of ResearchGate amongst academic researchers.
ResearchGate also has a pretty great networking aspect to it as well. It allows
users to create a free account, post articles and news events, share content,
message other users, and ask domain-specific questions in various online
community forums.

Besides being a halfway decent way to access journal articles, ResearchGate
has become a great platform for socializing with academic and industry leaders
in the scientific world.

Everyone has their “go-to” websites when it comes to searching for journal
articles. My two cents are that ResearchGate is a good redundant resource, but
not the one I would go to when I first start my searches. Sometimes you get
lucky and find a journal article that didn’t make its way over to Google Scholar or
ProQuest. Other times, not so much.
But don’t let one person’s opinion shape your opinion of it. Many, many students
and faculty members swear by ResearchGate. Create an account and find out
how it might work for you.
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Other WAYS to search for journal articles.
If you’ve read through the previous pro tips on Google Scholar, ProQuest, and
Research Gate, you should’ve picked up on the fact that you can get ahold of
virtually any journal article out there as an ASU graduate student.

Academic Search Premier (EBSCO Host)

But there are always exceptions.
Occasionally -- and I use that word in the loosest, liberal, lax way imaginable
– these options will not work the way you want. It might be that the PDF you
received isn’t searchable (i.e., it was basically uploaded as an image, and does
not have active text, keywords, or metadata). Other times, you know for certain
that a specific journal article is out there, but you cannot get access to it.
Here are a few other options you can try.

1. Web of Science– kind of like ProQuest, but with a different look and feel.

2. Academic Search Premier – again, kind of like ProQuest.
3. Email the author of the journal article

Word to the wise on emailing an author. Nobody is going to fault you for
messaging the author of a journal article, if you have a genuine question that
cannot be addressed elsewhere. In fact, some people might be glad to talk
about their research in depth with you. However, .be extra certain that you
cannot get that journal article anywhere else before you ask the author for a
copy. That is time out of their day that they will have to use to fulfill a random
stranger’s request.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU BE MORE EFFICIENT WHILE
WORKING THROUGHOUT THE DAY.
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LEARN to learn flexibly.

For those of you that still need a fuzzy, blankey learning label to pacify your googoos and gah-gahs, here is a new one for your Moro reflex to grasp at...

I have to start this pro tip out by digging myself into an argumentative hole: yes,
it is true that we all learn a little differently than one another. What works best
for you is bound to be at least slightly different than what works best for me, in
some situations. We’ve all experienced moments where we feel as if, “we just
got it” -- little struggle, little effort, we learn it, then move on.

Think of yourself as a “flexible learner”.

Being the pattern-detecting creatures that we are, we can’t help but reflect
on these successes. We hone in on all the bits and pieces we think made us
succeed. Through these insights, we develop the impression that we learn best
this way or that. As a result you start to hear people describing themselves as a
specific type of learner -- “visual learners”, “hands-on learners”, etc.
If you stop for a moment and think about what this implies, you will quickly
realize that these blanket statements aren’t too helpful.
What these people forget is that what you learn is equally as important as
how you learn it. Actually, when you really think about it – the two cannot be
separated. To put this differently, saying that you are a visual learner is only half
the story. Had the learning content differed, your “visual learning strategy” may
not have been as successful. Similarly, had your learning expectations been
different from the get-go, your perception of “success” might have turned to
“failure”. The point is that no single learning strategy is best for you under all
circumstances, with all topics, and in all environments. We are all visual learners
for some things. We are all hands-on learners for other things. It all depends on
what these things are.

As a “flexible learner”, you’ve come to realize that your “best” learning strategy
will depend on you, your environment, and the content you are trying to
learn. Furthermore, as a “flexible learner”, you know to evaluate your learning
environment and context before you start drawing conclusions about what will
work best in that situation.
This perspective spans far after your graduate as well. As you get older and
take on the “instructor role” in a business, you will need to try your hardest to
evaluate and modify your instructional strategies based on who’s learning, the
learning environment, what you are trying to teach them.
So, go off you stretchy, gelatinous, corn syrup-filled rubber being of knowledge.
Flex your brain muscles. Mold your learning techniques to your heart’s content.

A tepid beast
For maximal Armstrong-y-ness, stretch
at room temperature

This is important to remember when it comes time to start your career too.
There will be plenty you will need to learn on the job, regardless of having a
Master’s or PhD in Human Systems Engineering. For instance, which person sits
at which desk, does the copy machine code require you to press “#” at the end,
and how do you remind J.D. – for the fifth time -- to cc you on those meeting
requests without sounding like a passive aggressive jerk.

First introduced by Kenner in 1976,
Stretch Armstrong has seen over
67 design iterations from Cincinnati
to Hong Kong over past decades.
Although one could snag a Stretch
for a few bucks back when he was
first made, toy collectors today pay
upwards of $2,500 for an original in
mint condition.

Your future employer isn’t going to care if you’re a visual learner, or a hands-on
learner, or a nomadic learner, or whatever. They just want you to do a good job
-- no matter how you learn how to get it done.

Perhaps someday, your net value will
increase by
1000% as well.

My takeaway is this: in the wrong, uninformed hands -- a.k.a. most hands -learning labels do more harm than good. They act as a security blanket, giving
you something warm and tangible to cling to, but creates hesitency toward
different learning strategies or techniques that might work better in that
situation.
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AHA! That’s what “eureka” means!
Graduate students go through a strange type of metamorphosis during
graduate school. No, not the Kafkaesque one where you turn from a sad, lonely
salesman into a sad, lonely insect. And no, not the mythico-historical one
provided by a great Roman poet. It’s a different type of metamorphosis.

Archimedes
287 - 212 BC
“A mind as strong as his emphatically drawn 6-pack abs”

Like any fantastic fable, it begins with you having a bunch of delightful ideas
about the wonders of the world and the glorious complexities about how it all
works. That is follow up promptly with the sudden realization that these ideas
are flat out wrong and should be filed away under the label, “stupid things I once
thought”. But suddenly, in a moment of great despair, you are wretched from the
chasm of your mind by a kind-hearted advisor or faculty member.
Because of this relationship, it often feels like the faculty members’ perspective
is the be-all-end-all take on your field. The truth is that this is just the starting
point. The faculty member cannot convey all the details and experiences that
shaped their judgment on that topic over time. That would take several years –
and, if you recall from an earlier pro tip, faculty members are poor in time!
Instead of taking the faculty members’ advice as gospel, think of it as a
benchmark for your thinking. Take it upon yourself to discover new insights
about the field. Build on the knowledge they’ve shared with you. Scrutinize it. Try
to break it. Incorporate different perspectives.
After all, the goal is to learn and develop your mental models of the field, not to
become a carbon copy of the faculty member. Your readings should build on
what the faculty member has shown you. It should drive you down a path of
unexplored territory -- for you as well as the faculty member.
In this sense, discovery learning is an integral part of the graduate school
experience. It helps you acquire and process information in ways that makes
it more “cognitively rich”. Some suggest that discovery learning makes
information more readily viable during periods of problem solving and critical
thinking (Bruner, 1961).
Discover these “new to you” ideas. Share them with your advisor, students, and
faculty members. You’ll be surprised how an interesting insight can lead to a
host of new ideas.
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“Eureka” comes from the Ancient Greek word εὕρηκα heúrēka, meaning “I have found
(it)”, which is the first person singular perfect indicative active of the verb εὑρίσκω
heuriskō “I find”. It is closely related to heuristic, which refers to experience-based
techniques for problem solving, learning, and discovery.
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LEARN when you are most productive during the day.
What do Grand Master chess players, world-class musicians, professional
athletes, and several of the world’s most famous scientists have in common?
Before you answer, understand that this isn’t the setup to a terrible joke – “A
chess player, musician, athlete, and scientist walk into a bar…”
I’d like to actually think about it for a second.
Second over. Okay, the title of this pro tip gives away the answer a little, I know.
One aspect that these impressive individuals have in common is that they have
developed a thorough understanding of what times of the day, afternoon, and
evening are best suited for the different things they need to practice. In other
words, they’ve learned that they get the most out of practicing some aspects of
their craft in the morning, and other aspects later on.
Often – but not always – the pattern goes as follows:
Mornings (8:00 – 10:00am) are used for the most challenging, skill-and-drill,
structured practice tasks. This might mean pouring through books and trying
to memorize patterns for Grand Masters, and performing endless rounds of
arpeggios for musicians. They typically complete these activities alone, and for
approximately 45 – 60 minutes at a time (with short breaks at the top of the
hour).
Afternoons (12:00 – 2:00pm) are saved for leisurely, less effortful activities
or studies related to the skill. For example, athletes might spend this time
conversing with other athletes about game strategies and ways to improve their
strength training regiments. Likewise, writers often use these hours for reading
and brainstorming new ideas.
Evenings (4:00 – 8:00pm) are a time for more practice activities, but are
less effortless than the morning routines. For musicians, this might include
practicing solos, or other pieces of music that they find interesting or necessary.
In total, experts across a number of disciplines find that they are at their peak
“productiveness” for approximately 4 hours each day.

a certain point, the effort they put in does not provide the same output. Kind of
like the idea of, “diminishing returns”.
As you begin taking on new roles, responsibilities, and tasks as a graduate
student, keep in mind this idea of learning when you are most efficient during
the day. Whenever possible, structure your day so that it allows you to make
the most out of it. For example, don’t book all your doctors appointments at
10:00am in the morning. Or if you do, don’t expect to jump right into a difficult
reading assignment or project the moment you get back home. By that point in
the morning, you might struggle just a tad more.

Deliberate practice
“The Role of Deliberate Practice in the Acquisition of Expert Performance”
Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer (1993)

abStract
The theoretical framework presented in this
article explains expert performance as the
end result of individuals’ prolonged efforts
to improve performance while negotiating
motivational and external constraints. In
most domains of expertise, individuals begin
in their childhood a regimen of effortful
activities (deliberate practice) designed
to optimize improvement. Individual
differences, even among elite performers,
are closely related to assessed amounts of
deliberate practice. Many characteristics
once believed to reflect innate talent are
actually the result of intense practice
extended for a minimum of 10 years.
Analysis of expert performance provides
unique evidence on the potential and limits
of extreme environmental adaptation and
learning.

Just 4 hours? But the standard work day is 8 - 9 hours. Are these people just
lazy, or something?
The key thing to keep in mind is that this is peak productivity. They are still
practicing and learning and strategizing for many more hours each day – but, at
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KEEP a related theme among all of your class projects
Each of your classes will often require you to complete a culminating research
proposal that takes into account the various concepts you’ve learned
throughout the semester. This will be especially true in your Research Methods
class (SMC520), and your Advances in Theoretical Psychology classes
(PSY560).
Whenever possible, use these class projects to make progress on your thesis or
dissertation research. For example, find journal articles that parallel your class
topics as well as your thesis research topics. This will not only cut down the
number of journal articles you will potentially read, but also forces you to think
somewhat differently about your thesis research. Furthermore, since this is a
class project, you will get feedback from professors that may not be apart of
your research committee. You can use this feedback to inform the research that
you will eventually conduct for your thesis.

They now have customer’s email addresses, which means they can send out
promotions and reminders to thousands of people with virtually no cost on their
end. Additionally, the fact that their app has a little icon on their customer’s
phones acts like a constant reminder in itself -- “go to Chik-fil-A”. When
customers see that tiny Chik-fil-A logo, their mouth waters a little.
Pavlov would be proud.
All of this is accomplished before ever getting into what the app actually does
once you open it. There are tons of other “double-dipping” strategies nested
away in this app itself. If you now have a new found respect for Chik-fil-A, don’t
waste your time thinking they are a bunch of smarty pants. Every business out
there that offers an app is doing this exact same thing.
However, what you should do is take a note out of the deep fried, breaded book
of the “Chik-fil-A One app” and think of ways to do some double-dipping of your
own... just not the deep fried type though.

Think of this “double-dipping” approach as a conceptual pilot for your thesis or
dissertation research. You’re weeding out all the kinks and snags before it is
technically time to sign up for your thesis credit hours.
One goal to keep in mind with organizing your projects in this manner is that
your efforts should afford more than a 1-to-1 output. Meaning, the effort and
resources you invest in a project should have short-term, mid-term, and longterm benefits – not just one benefit.
Successful businesses do this all the time. For instance, the fast-food chain,
Chick-fil-A, recently started an aggressive marketing campaign to get their app
into the hands of their customers. They incentivized customers to download
their “Chick-fil-A One” app by offering up a free sandwich that customers can
claim during their next visit. On one side of the equation they’re spending tons
of hours developing, testing, hosting, and fixing their app – not to mention,
eating the cost of all that free food.
So, what do they get out of it?
By convincing customers to download, install, and sign-up with the “Chik-fil-A
One” app, they get your name, email address, age, gender, and zip code. These
data are virtually priceless for a company to know. It helps them tailor their
advertising. It helps them know what markets they are performing well or poorly
in. It helps them know who their customer base is (e.g., age, gender).
But that’s not all. This simple app covers a lot more ground than that.
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Beaver + Otter + Duck ≠ Platypus
Endemic to Australia, the duck-billed platypus is a semiaquatic
mammal, and is one of five extant species of “monotremes” -mammals that lay eggs instead of giving birth.
However, despite it’s Beaver-like tail, Otter-like back feet,
and duck-like features, the Platypus is quite far removed
from the genetic swimming pool of these three mammalian
doppelgängers.
So, what does this have to do with graduate school?
Well, not too much -- it’s just cool, really. But I guess if a
connection must be made, it would be this: each of your
class projects should be the “beaver”, “otter”, and “duck” to
your thesis research’s “platypus” -- they should contirbute
the proverbial tail, feet, and bill so that your research is well
underway before it technically begins.
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FIND a (reliable) way to keep track of your appointments.
Once you’re handed your undergraduate degree at graduation, the days of
scribbling dates and times on the inside of your arm are over.
Graduate school requires more time management than your undergraduate
degree did. Especially in this program, there are quite a few community events,
meet-ups, and meetings that you should attend. These appointments are not
only helpful for deepening your understanding of this field, they are also helpful
for networking with your peers, faculty members, and potential employers.

“Why, oh why, did I write the launch
time down on my arm?!”

Not to mention – it’s just plain fun to grab a beer with friends from this program.
You wouldn’t want to forget that, would you?
There are so many calendar apps out there now. Do some research, and choose
one that you think would work best for your lifestyle, how often you check your
phone, and how you would like to input and edit events. Alternatively, if you
prefer a standard paper-copy agenda or calendar, use one of those instead.
The point is to find what works best for you, and then stick to it. Calendar apps
are sometimes easier for students to manage, simply because most students
carry their phones with them all the time. Also, many calendar apps allow you
to create and share group events, so you can help your buddies stay in the loop
too.
There are few excuses where it’s okay to miss a meeting with a faculty member,
or a fellow student. Your car broke down on the way there? Sure. Your wife
is in labor? Meh, okay. You scribbled down our appointment on a crinkled up
Starbucks receipt you had in your pocket at the time and somehow threw it
away by accident? Not acceptable.
Sharing calendar events is a big part of managing your team’s work schedule
when you get into the industry. At a glance, you can tell who is attending an
event, who should be emailed meeting materials, and who will be unavailable.
Personally, I like it when others send me a calendar invite with meeting
information. It makes me feel like they are on top of their stuff. The earlier you
can incorporate your calendar appointments into your workflow, the better off
you will be down the road.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU BE MORE EFFICIENT WHILE
WORKING THROUGHOUT THE DAY.
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SET aside an hour a day to let “you” be “you”.
If you enjoy catching butterflies, and it helps you decompress – go out and do
it. Likewise, if you enjoy playing horrible Dave Mathew Band covers -- strum that
G chord until your fingertips bleed.
Whatever your “activity” is, don’t lose focus of it when your week starts getting
busy. Aim to do a fun, personal project for at least one hour each day to help
keep you motivated.
Mind you: this won’t be easy to do each and every day. Some days you will be
lucky if you finish half the stuff you needed to get done. But the more mindful
you are of the benefits of “you time”, the more likely you will be to work harder
each day to make it happen.
Many technology companies embrace this “you time” idea, calling it things
like, “20% time”. Meaning, twenty-percent of your work day should be set aside
for personal projects that you wouldn’t otherwise have time to work on. It’s no
secret that we tend to try harder on things that we find personally motivating.
These companies understand that if an employee can do something they feel
passionate about and have that project be something that might be useful for
their business – it’s a win, win situation.
The flip side of having twenty-percent time in the workplace, is that the bills
still need to get paid. Which means, your work-work still needs to get done, one
way or another. As a result, these twenty-percent time “suggestions” often turn
into 120% time – extra hours for unpaid work, resentment toward the company,
lackluster personal projects that meet the minimal requirements for twentypercent time.
Don’t let yourself fall into this trap in your personal life (or professional life).
Go in with the mindset that the time you are going to set aside for yourself is
going to be fun, and relaxing, and enjoyable, and freaking glorious. Never mind
all that garbage about building a better business; this is you we are talking
about.
Have some fun every once in a while, you dingus.
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EXERCISE and eat mindfully.
As a human, you’re body is a lot like a machine. And not in the, “man, bro,
let’s drink hydrochloric whey powder beef cakes and get swollen yokes!”. By
“machine”, I mean, you need things like fuel (e.g., protein, lipids, carbohydrates)
and routine maintenance (e.g., exercise, stretching) to keep things running
smoothly.
Workout occasionally. Eat foods that you don’t regret 30 minutes later.
So, basically, not ice cream.
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HEY, Dummy. It takes time to learn you’re a
dummy. So quit acting dumb, dummy.
Learning takes time. Sometimes you read and read and read and read and then
you think you have it and know what you’re taking about. Then, you read a little
more and realize you don’t know nearly as much as you thought you did.
The pattern described a second ago is experienced by almost every graduate
student to some extent. As an undergraduate, you typically get your diploma
somewhere between “clueless” and “naively confident”. Once you get into
graduate school, you’re feeling good. You know more than the average bear and
you have the GPA to back it up.
Then, you realize that you will only be reading journal articles from here on out.
No more book chapters. No more sparknotes. No more condensed note sets
that the professor put together after hours and hours of unappreciated work.
Believe it or not, this realization is a step in the right direction. You’ve reached
what is referred to as, “discouragingly realistic” – you know what you don’t
know.
The more you continue to read and learn, the further you will climb out of the
“discouragingly realistic” phase, and up the slope toward, “mastery achieved”.
At the domain-level, this will take years and years to reach. It might even take
your entire career. But at a topic-level (e.g., what you need in order to pass your

thesis or dissertation), this is much more manageable within a few years.
The bigger thing to remember is that graduate school isn’t about making you
an expert in this field. Despite a piece of paper saying you have a “Mastery” of
Human Systems Engineering, what you actually have is a solid foundation to
continue learning.
If nothing else, graduate school should teach you how to learn and develop
on your own. And if you’re lucky, it will inspire a lifelong passion to continue
learning. This passion is something that transcends domains – you could take
these lessons and go into law, or medicine, or library sciences and be equally
successful.

Thanks a lot, Pinterest.
“Filling the world with beautiful
misinformation since 2010.”
One of Socrates most well-known
“paradoxes” is said to go as follows:
“I know that I know nothing.” Although
this statement is found on countless
mugs, t-shirts, plaques, and quasiinspirational Pinterest boards,
Socrates never actually said this. Well,
at least not these exact words.
The closest we come to occurs during
an exchange between Socrates
and Chaerephon in Plato’s Apology.
The context of this dialogue is that
Socrates’ friend Chaerephon went
to the oracle at Delphi to ask if any
person was wiser than Socrates. The
oracle claimed that there indeed was
no man wiser. After having interviewed
several reportedly “wise and reputable”
people -- and concluding that such
a title was underserved for these
individuals -- Socrates drew the
following conclusion about the the
oracle’s response:
“I am wiser than this man; it is likely that neither of us knows anything worthwhile, but he
thinks he knows something when he does not, whereas when I do not know, neither do
I think I know; so I am likely to be wiser than he to this small extent, that I do not think I
know when I do not know” (Ap. 21d-e).
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EMBRACE a beginner’s mindset toward everything.

I’ve said it before, but it bears repeating: you will learn a lot in graduate school.
Stuff about academia. Stuff about various industries. Stuff about yourself and
others.
All of this stuff can lead you to think that you know best – the best questions to
ask, the best course of action, the best solution to the problem. In some cases,
you will be correct. In others, not so much. Great researchers understand that
they don’t understand everything. They know to listen more than they speak.
They know to watch more than they do. They embrace this mentality throughout
their career. Even when they get old and gray, and get weird, little hairs on the
insides of their ears.
Whatever project you take on next, go into it with a beginner’s mindset. In other
words, go into that project with an open, objective, lingo-free mindset. Avoid
the temptation to start searching for solutions. Focus on the problems instead.
Appreciate them and why they exists. Avoid drawing connections between
this project’s problem(s) and others you have encountered in the past. Even if
it’s similar, the context is always going to be at least a little different (e.g., user
groups, technology, materials, time of year, cost, expectations, goals, etc.).
Unlike an expert, a beginner
focuses on understanding the
problem. They need to learn the
terminology, the variables at
play, the people involved, etc.
They don’t have expectations
about any of these things
because, well, they don’t know
what to expect. Beginners
get lost and ask for advice.
Beginners ask crazy questions.
Beginners know they need to
learn more. And so they do.
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“If your mind is
empty, it is always
ready for anything, it is
open to everything. In the
beginner’s mind there are
many possibilities, but in the
expert’s mind there are few.”
- Shunryu Suzuki
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your TIME is all about the peaks and the valleys.

Treat your graduate school experience like a full-time job. Plan to spend 40
hours a week working on projects, emails, readings, and writing toward your
thesis or dissertation. Like any full-time job, you will be expected to work extra
hours some weeks. Other weeks you might be able to take it easy. Over time
though, it should average out
to a managable work-week.
Don’t let the weekends get
you will feel obligated
read through a bunch
Monday. Sometimes this
times these obligations
Learn to detect the
these two things and
related decisions

away from you. Too often
to work on a project or
of journal articles before
is necessary, but other
are self-imposed.
differences between
adjust your workaccordingly.

If you find yourself
treating every
Saturday and
Sunday like any
other weekday,
chances are that
you have too much
on your plate. Let
your advisor know
when this starts
becoming a pattern
lasting more than a few
weeks. They want you
to be successful in this
program, and they know
all too well about how
these patterns can lead
to student burn out. Work
together to develop a plan
to get you back on track.
Sometimes it’s a matter of
revising your expectations.
Other times you just need
some tips or tricks to improve
how you work during the day.
Be open to what they suggest
and do your best to incorporate whatever ideas you reach into your workflow.
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Watch your step and strap in for safety.
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DON’T forget you’re human.
The average person will usually have three major commitments in their life –
their family and friends, their career, and their school life. Most people only have
enough time and attention to successfully manage two of these commitments
at once.
If you have a family and career well underway, you may find it harder to manage
the responsibilities of school. That being said, it’s not impossible to graduate
from this program while you are a parent, or have a career. In fact, several
students have done this and graduated at the same speed as students who do
not have these extra responsibilities. However, many have also taken a little
longer to finish things up. It all depends on your graduation goals and your
reason for earning a graduate degree.
If you need this degree to get a bump in pay, or to land a job you have waiting
for you, then by all means – hurry up and get the degree. But if you are like the
majority of students, graduating “early” or “ahead of schedule” can have more
downsides than upsides.

try this on for size
Keep your family and friends in the loop about what you have
going on at school. Let them know about your projects, assignments, and due
dates. Heck, you could even print off a copy of your weekly schedule and syllabi
and put it up on your refridgerator. These converstations will help increase the
transparency about what you have going on, and when you will be extra busy.
The same goes for your employer as well. Create an open dialogue with them
about your time commitments. Let them know ahead of time that you’ll need to
take off an extra day or two toward the end of the semester -- even if you don’t
know for sure that you will need to do it. At least this way, you are creating some
buffer for when things might get hairy.

For instance, graduating in a year and a half (i.e., Master’s program) would mean
you would need to take 10 credit hours a semester, minimum. That could be in
the form of three classes, and one credit hour of supervised research or thesis
research. But that also means you might not get to take your ideal classes each
semester – you’re kind of at the whim of whatever courses the faculty want or
need to create. Likewise, with a packed schedule each week, that means you will
have less time to focus on planning and designing your thesis research. Less
time for internships. Less time for group meetings. Less time for you.
It’s a bitter pill to swallow now, but don’t get discouraged if you end up needing
to stay in school for an extra semester. Yes, that means months more of not
earning a “good” wage. And yes, that means having to paying extra $$$$ to be
classified as an “active student”.
But that extra semester can allow you to take advantage of things that only
students can do -- internships, SONA subject pool access, faculty feedback,
library resources, discounts on some hardware and software (ex. Apple’s
student discount is 10%; Axure is free to students; Autodesk is free to students).
The value of these down-stream aspects can easily offset the added costs, if
you are smart about it. Weigh the pros and cons of your options. And as always,
discuss it with your advisor as early and as often as possible.
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YOU’RE here because others have faith in your
ability to succeed.
Lots of people don’t get into graduate school. They try hard in their
undergraduate classes, get good grades, take the GREs, fill out all the
applications, and then get rejected.
You are not one of those people.
A group of faculty members received your transcripts, resume,
application letter, and GRE scores, and mutually decided that you would
be a good fit with this program.
And, I know what you’re thinking, “I might look alright on paper, but the
real reason they accepted me is because they want me to pay tuition.”
Believe it or not, it’s not about the money. Yes, an extra two or three
graduate students each semester would be nice, but it’s not that much
money for ASU, in the grand scheme of things. Furthermore, “bad”
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students who can afford tuition are still “bad” students at the end of
the day. They don’t bring any value to the program if they decide to quit
or change programs just a few weeks after starting. In fact, behaviors
like that can squash student and faculty morale, which in turn, can lead
to other detriments. It’s important that the faculty choose students
with a proven history of being smart and working hard. It is quality over
quantity any day of the week.
It stands to reason then, if you were accepted into this program, you
were classified as one of those smart, hard working people. So, if all of
these faculty members have confidence in your ability to succeed, you
should too.
Accept the fact that you are going to say something dumb, look foolish,
and get a bad grade here and there. These snafus don’t define you. Get
your head back in the game -- you have more to learn.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU SAVE MORE TIME AND
MONEY AS A GRADUATE STUDENT.
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USE a citation management tool from the beginning
of a project.
Many of today’s portals for researching journal articles – Google Scholar,
ProQuest – offer useful ways to store or track article citations. Google Scholar,
for instance, has a link beneath each search result that says, “Cite”. When
you click on this link, it will present a small pop-up box listing out the article’s
citation in a bunch of different formats.
Just in case nobody has told you yet – our field almost always uses APA. Go
with that option.
A few years back, Google Scholar’s citation tool was a little wonky. It would
format article citations in ways that were just slightly off from APA guidelines.
As a result, you had to go through manually, identify, and fix each one. Today
however, most article citations format correctly. Although you will still get the
occasional APA citation that is completely out of whack.
If you’re not a fan of Google Scholar’s citation capabilities, there are other
options out there. Consider looking into Zotero or RefWorks. Both of these
platforms have been around for quite some time, and have become surprisingly
powerful. For example, Zotero offers a plugin compatible with the Chrome web
browser. This plugin allows you to pull citations in APA format directly from
any webpage you visit – including from portals such as Google Scholar and
ProQuest. They even have ways of displaying your citation library in ways that
you can simply copy over and paste into your “Works Cited” section of your
research proposal.
Whatever option you choose, know that anything is better than nothing.
Everyone experiences a project where they scramble at the last minute to
relocate all their citations again. This takes hours to do, and it’s always an
experience you tell yourself to avoid in the future.
Be smart. Use a citation management tool from the beginning. You will be glad
you did.
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INVEST in the right type of printer.
If you read an earlier pro tip about how many journal articles you will read as
a graduate student, you probably reached the conclusion that you will also be
printing a ton. Just in case you missed it: expect to read between about 275 400ish journal articles for every calendar year you are a student at ASU.
Your average journal article will be about 10 - 15 pages, not including things like
the article’s citation pages. Some will be shorter. Some longer. Based on the
number of journal articles you should expect to read each year, that puts your
total page count right around…
2,740 – 5,880 pages… per calendar year.
Okay, just to put this into perspective a little more, your standard copy paper is
made from a mixture of softwood and hardwood trees – which, on average, are
about 40 feet tall, and 6 – 8 inches in diameter. One (average) tree produces
approximately 1.66 cartons or 16.67 reams of piney fresh, 8-1/2” x 11”. One
ream of copy paper contains 500 sheets.
After some simple mathing, that’s 8,335 pages of copy paper per tree. Which
means, by the time you’ll graduate from this program with a Master’s degree,
you’ve read through almost an entire tree. And if you’re graduating with a PhD,
well… just be sure to plant a few trees afterwards.
All of this nonsense isn’t some plea to “be a green devil”, or to reuse your towel
when you stay at a hotel. The point is to show you that if you decide to print off
each and every one of your journal articles, you will go through a ton of paper
-- figuratively and literally. And with all that paper, you will also need a bunch of
ink.
One of the best investments I made as a graduate student was to buy a
monochromatic, duplexing, LaserJet printer. In layman’s terms, that means a
printer that prints only in black-and-white, automatically prints on both sides
of the page, and uses toner instead of ink. The one I bought was just south of
$100, and is still working just fine.
What made this printer worth this price?
The main cost of printing is replacing the printer’s toner or ink cartridge. Most
InkJet printers use regular yield cartridges. Which means, you might get a few
hundred pages printed off before you need to buy a new cartridge. The other
downside to InkJet cartridges is that you typically can’t refill the cartridge at
home. You often need a special device that opens it up and all that jazz.
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On the other end of the printing spectrum, you have LaserJet printers. These
are what you usually find in an office setting. Their sole purpose is to print
tons of paper quickly and cheaply. To accomplish this, many LaserJet printers
forego the color cartridges and rely only on black “toner” – a very fine, black
powder that stains your carpet and makes you lose your apartment’s security
deposit. Unlike most InkJet cartridges, LaserJet cartridges are often, “high
yield”. Meaning, you can print off 1,000 – 2,000 pages before having to replace
anything.
Toner is usually a tad more expensive than ink. But you get far more out of it
before having to buy more. More importantly though, toner cartridges are often
designed for your average office employee to open it up, empty it, and refill it
with new toner. Best of all: refilling the toner yourself costs about 75% less than
purchasing a whole new toner cartridge. For example, my toner cartridge costs
a whopping $3.36 to refill after I print off about 2,000 pages.
Think about your reading habits before you buy a printer. Do you prefer to have a
tangible, hard copy of your journal articles, or are you alright with reading them
on the computer? If you lean toward the former option, also consider whether
you would like to print from your phone or other smart devices. Many LaserJet
printers today offer ePrint and AirPlay print compatibility.
It would be ecologically irresponsible of me not
to recommend “non-paper” based options for
journal articles too.
I’ve experimented with reading PDFs on
tablets such as the Kindle, iPad, and various
Android tablets. I’ve also tried reading them
on my laptop and phone. The upside to these
electronic options is that you usually have a
way to 1.) digitally highlight important text, 2.)
look up definitions of words you don’t know.
and 3.) store lots and lots of journal articles.
The downside is (in my opinion) 1.) slower and
less flexible options for navigating between or
around pages of an article, and 2.) the added
eye strain of staring at an electronic device for
hours.
Your results may vary. Try it for yourself and see
what you like best.
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SEE the value in what experienced graduate students
find valuable.

graduation department. At the end of your final semester, get ready to celebrate.

Inexperienced graduate students and experienced graduate students value
different things in the program. When you first start, your undergraduate
experience tells you that your coursework is the most important thing for you to
focus on. But as you move more toward graduation, this evaluation shifts gears
to different aspects of your graduate school experience. Now, you start to focus
on things like getting an internship, preparing and conducting your research,
and developing skills that you can demonstrate to prospective employers (i.e.,
through a portfolio).

Word to the wise though, those graduate deadlines creep up way faster than you
think.

As always, your context matters. This is intended only as an example. Talk with
your advisor about the best steps for you to take toward graduation.

If you need to conduct all of your research in same semester you plan to
graduate in, know that it will be very, very difficult to do. You will need an empty
class schedule, good friends to stand in as participants, and coffee. Lots and
lots of coffee.

Unlike new students, experienced graduate students have reached the
understanding of what is involved in their coursework. They know what is
expected of them. They know how to complete the assignments and projects
without tripping too much over their own feet. As a result, coursework becomes
an area of the educational experience that needs less and less cognitive handholding. This frees them up to focus on other things that have a greater impact
on meeting graduation requirements, and getting their careers started.
There’s no secret “trick” to bypassing this change in values. Inexperienced
students need to build their skills and confidence in order to feel comfortable
focusing on new challenges. Otherwise, they’ll continue to overvalue
coursework in comparison to other things.
If you a new graduate student, just know that things get easier. And once things
start to get easier, don’t allow yourself to coast. Take on the next challenging
aspect of graduate school as soon as you notice it. Otherwise, you will find
yourself months later wondering why you didn’t use your time more effectively
when things were easier.
Here is an example of a four-semester approach you might use as a baseline:
At the start of your first semester focus on your classes and identifying topics
that you might like to learn more about. At the end of your first semester, think
about where you want to set up an internship, and settle on one or two topics
you’d like to research at some point in the future. At the start of your second
semester, start reading toward your thesis topic. At the end of your second
semester, make sure you have that internship ready to go, and you are ready
to conduct your research during the next semester. At the start of your third
semester, be ready to run your study, and analyze those data afterwards. At
the end of your third semester, be ready to write your results and discussion
sections for your thesis. At the start of your final semester, be ready to defend
your thesis, and complete all the formatting changes required by ASU’s
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try this on for size
What you value now is not going to
be the same thing that you value two years from now.
Keep an ear toward those who are in the process
of graduating to find out what roadblocks they’re
experiencing.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU GET YOUR CAREER
STARTED AFTER YOU FINISH
GRADUATE SCHOOL.
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Your DEGREE is one of many prerequisites.
Graduate school is a process. A time consuming process. An expensive
process. At times even, a difficult process. It’s easy to forget that a potential
employer isn’t going to understand or appreciate all the little things you went
through to get a degree. The main thing they care about is what you can do for
them – meaning, what skills and knowledge you possess, and how that might
translate into their business.
A graduate degree is a proxy measure of some of these prerequisites; it
says, “according to ASU, I can think like a researcher, perform analyses like a
researcher, and interpret results like a researcher.” Often though, this one proxy
measure is not enough. Employers want to see that you’ve been tested in other
areas of the field or industry. This is why internships are so important for you to
get while you are in graduate school. They demonstrate that you have a realistic,
hands-on understanding of the types of tasks and barriers you will encounter in
the industry after graduating.
Think of each proxy measure (e.g., ASU, internships, applicable work experience)
like its an independent variable in a study. The dependent variable is how
successful you might be within a specific business. The employer knows that
each one of these proxy measures is a fairly reliable predictor of your potential
success. For instance, the better you did in graduate school, the better you are
likely to do in their business. However, they also know that no single indpendent
variable explain everything they need to see. As a result, the more proxy
measures you provide for this employer, the easier it is for them to reach the
conclusion: yes, he or she can do this job.
If you’re reading this and you’re thinking, “well, it’s too late for me to get an
internship or applicable work experience before I graduate” – all hope is not
lost.
There are ways to communicate your ability to succeed in a business, other than
with internships or work experience. How do you do this?
Put together a professional portfolio.
If you have one or two semester left to go, and you feel like you are not
competitive enough in the job market, start developing some skills. There are so
many free videos out there to get you started in Axure, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Sketch, SPSS, and Keynote – just to name a few
you might use in the User Experience (UX) industry. The fundamentals of these
skills can be developed in one month or less, as long as you take the time to
do it right. You might not be a master of that program or skill, but you will know
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enough to design a few things, and showoff your skills. Drop your work into a
good-looking portfolio-style layout (Adobe InDesign is great for this, by the way).
It doesn’t have to be anything crazy. Maybe, 15 – 20 pages.
Each page should showcase something interesting and different. You might
even consider dropping in a “white page” version of the research you conducted
in ASU (and prior, if applicable). This will allow you walk a potential employer
through a study that you conducted, showing them how you think and work
through problems. For many employers, this is the single, biggest question on
their mind during an interview – can this person actually think.
Oh, in case you don’t know what a “white page” is: it’s like a slightly longer
abstract for a journal article – maybe 1 – 3 pages long, depending on the
depth of your research. It explains what the problem is, what you did, and what
you found. Unlike a journal article’s abstract, a white page is usually aimed at
industry folks – people who might not know all the scientific jargon, or who
might not have time to make sense of it. Ask a faculty member to show you one
they’ve created, if you’d like to know more.

try this on for size
When small businesses hire new employees, they do their
best to find “unicorns”. In the early years of Polaroid, for
example, Edwin Land’s star employees in the R&D department
were called his “princesses”. Likewise, Frank Lloyd Wright’s
traveling design students were referred to as his “boys”. The one thing that all
these affectionate labels have in common is that they refer to a person whose
skills and knowledge extended beyond their traditional domain. They bring
something extra to the table -- a new perspective, or new skills. These are also
unconditionally persistent; failure is not part of their vocabulary.
In the UX industry, a “unicorn” is typically someone who is a rockstar in
the domain of research, but also has advanced abilities in graphic design,
interaction design, computer programing, CAD or CAM know-how, etc. In a
nutshell, businesses want to find someone who can do far more than their
academic background and experience suggests.
Take it upon yourself to start learning a new, complimentary skill this next
summer or winter break. Learn to use Photoshop. Learn to build apps. Learn
how to use an Arduino. Learn something that supplements your knowledge
in this field, extending it beyond what a typical employee might have in their
professional repertoire. Be strategic about it too. Now is not the time to learn
a skill just for the hell of it. It should serve a purpose -- building upon the
knowledge and skills you currently possess.
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GET as many internships as possible while you are a
graduate student.
A degree isn’t a promise that you will land the job you want after graduating. It
doesn’t imply you are an expert in the field. It doesn’t suggest you are smarter
than those who only have a bachelor’s degree. And it definitely doesn’t say that
you possess all the skills needed to thrive in an industry setting.
What a graduate degree does do is cracks the “career door” open just enough
for you to peak your head inside and let those on the inside know you are there.
On the other hand, internships can do a little bit more than this. They quite
literally get you on the inside of that door for a period of time. They allow you
to walk the walk and talk the talk that other industry members experience on a
daily basis. This experience instills confidence in your ability to be effective in
an industry setting. If nothing else, it says, “this person did some things with a
company I know about, and decided not to quit.”
Not surprisingly, two internships demonstrate this better than one. One
internship demonstrates this better than none.
If you are in the Master’s program and plan to graduate in two years (i.e., four
semesters total), you should have one summer and two winter breaks to intern
somewhere – assuming you started in a Fall semester. Alternatively, if you
started in a Spring semester, you should have two summers and one winter
break to participate in internships.
If you are doing the 4+1 Master’s program, things might be a little trickier for
you. Your best option is to start seeking out internships in your junior and senior
years of your bachelor’s program. As much as businesses would never admit
it – you know, because it being illegal and all – your age is a major factor to
prospective employers. Many will perceive the typical college student as some
young, immature person who will come strutting into work 30 minutes late each
day, expecting to do as little work as possible until their internship is over. Like
any business, they want someone who is competent and willing to do the work
they set out for them. Regardless of your age, show them you are serious. There
are lots of ways to do this – highlight the skills you have through a portfolio,
converse in ways which demonstrate confidence in your knowledge and ideas,
even dressing in ways that aren’t “underdone” or “overdone” can help.
If you are in the PhD program, you have several more opportunities to intern
somewhere before you graduate – I believe it would be two summers and
three winter breaks total, if you plan to graduate in three years. Act on these
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opportunities as soon as possible. Even though your literature review is due
at the end of your first year, you can’t let barriers like these prevent you from
preparing for the next steps.
Whatever degree path you’re pursuing, be opportunistic about how you work.
Since most internship application deadlines are well before the end of each
semester, it’s in your best interest to get started on your end-of-semester
projects as early as possible. Then, if an internship does land at your feet by the
end of the semester, you won’t question whether you will have enough time to
complete your schoolwork and do the internship.
Places like Honeywell, GoDaddy, Boeing, Intel, Pearson Education, Apollo
Education Group, and other big-name businesses usually showcase their
available internships on their websites. These businesses have local branches,
and are usually a good place to start looking – even if they are not the type of
company you want to work with after graduating.
Besides these larger companies, you will quickly see that there are not too many
smaller, local businesses offering internships in our field. This isn’t to say they
do not – or would not – offer an internship. In fact, it may be just something
they didn’t think about. Email and call these businesses to find out. Talk to the
people that work there. Think about projects that might interest them before you
contact them. For example, if they have a website, consider pitching a “website
heuristic evaluation” or a “website usability” study to them. Many businesses
would love to have a professional come through and help them get their website
looking and running better. Studies like these gives them clear guidelines on
what needs to be improved, as well as where you fit in. Just make sure that you
can deliver whatever it is you are promising.

Sneak attack foot in the door technique
Don’t confuse the figurative and literal
uses of the phrase, “foot in the door”.
With the figurative phrase, your previous
internships, work-related skills, and
resume should help you land that job
interview -- no physical foot jamming
required. Whereas, the literal phrase might
just leave you with a broken foot.
Don’t jam your actual foot into any
doorways.
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DON’T expect the world when industry leaders visit
the campus

with that person or company, you want to stay on their radar. Then, when there
comes a time where they are hiring -- even if for an unpaid internship -- you will
be on their short-list of candidates.

Throughout the semester, a few different “industry members” will visit at ASU,
usually for a guest lecture or to speak during a weekly Brown Bag event.
Most of the time, they are there to simply give back to students. They want to
help you advance your knowledge and understanding about their field or work
they’ve recently been apart of. By exposing you to their field or workflow, they
are introducing you to new topics and developments that might change the
direction of your thesis research (or maybe even your career path).
Furthermore, these speaking opportunities are also a good way for them to
gauge student reaction/reception to their ideas. They might be interested
in seeing whether this type vibes well with students, or if there is little to no
interest. For instance, maybe they are testing the conceptual waters before an
industry conference. Or, maybe, they needed an avenue to talk about an idea
that doesn’t have a lot of interest amongst their colleagues.
Most of the time -- like, 97% -- industry leaders aren’t there to elicit resumes from
students and talk about current job opportunities. In fact, the people speaking
might not have anything to do with hiring, so they couldn’t even tell you what
positions (if any) are open at their company. Importantly, even with the 3% of
the time that they are seeking applicants, they will usually make this pretty
transparent ahead of time or during their talk.
However, if you are interested in working with this person or their company,
don’t feel like you should hold back. Just make sure that you are going about it
respectfully. That is, don’t rush them at the end of their lecture and hover around
until they notice you. Instead, consider asking (at the end of their lecture during
Q&A) how they would like you to contact them if you have questions. This is a
good way to show that you’re interested in their work, topic, or business, but
respect their personal space and schedule.
If you email him or her, its perfectly fine to ask about internship opportunities or
job openings. Most of the time, the answer will be a polite, round-about “no”. So,
don’t be surprised if this is the case. Most companies that opperate in the fields
of Human Factors, User Experience, or Human Systems Engineering don’t have
open positions for too long. It’s a competitive field, after all.
But, then again, it doesn’t hurt to ask.
Consider messaging them again after a few months -- if you really want to work
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try this on for size
Job interviews are tough to land. And nothing is going to be handed
to you, either. Guest lectures aren’t (usually) on campus to stir the
pot and see what great talent sits inside of it. Instead, their goal is
to equip you with a small piece of knowledge (or skill) that you can add to your resume or
research practices.
Consider looking into local UX meet-ups around the East Valley areas, if you want to
develop better connections with industry leaders. Usually about once a month, someone
will host a UX meet-up at their business’ facilty, coffee shop, or other public areas -topics range from skill development to industry awareness. Develop these relationships,
stay top-of-mind, and stay on people’s short-list of candidates.
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COMMUNICATE your career goals to your advisor
early and often.
First things first: you need to choose an advisor.
This can be an intimidating process in the beginning. It feels like so much of
your success in this program depends on picking the right person. Do I go with
Ravenclaw or Slytherin? Gryffindor or Hufflepuff?
To set the record straight: yes, you should focus on finding the faculty member
that best matches your interests. Yes, it will impact your experience in this
program. No, it will not mean the difference between getting or not getting a job
in the future.
One approach to take is to read a “flagship” journal article or book chapter
for each faculty member you are considering. By “flagship”, I mean, an
article that the faculty member would 1.) consider to be some of their best
work, 2.) something they know a lot about, and 3.) something they plan to
continue researching in the future. This will tell you the types of topics that
are successful in their field, areas of the topic they will be able to help you the
most, and aspects of the topic that will captivate their interest as you plan and
conduct your research, respectively.
No offense to the faculty, but some journal articles will stand out to you more
than others. That doesn’t mean that the other articles are boring or bad, it just
means they aren’t your cup of tea. Different strokes for different folks.
Once you narrow down your options to two or three faculty members. Set up a
30-minute meeting with each one. During the meeting, mention whether or not
you have your own research ideas, or if you need help coming up with some
ideas.
Side note: if you ever tell a professor that you need research ideas, you will see
their eyes light up like a little kid on Christmas morning. Faculty members are
rich in ideas, but poor in time, remember? The prospect of having a graduate
student carry out some of these ideas is very alluring because it helps them
extend their existing research, or answer questions they need to resolve for
future research. Also, it’s just plain cool for them see someone else doing
research on a topic they enjoy learning about.
After you’ve sat down with these faculty members, there are two critical things
you need to evaluate: 1.) were you interested in the research ideas he or she
shared with you?, and 2.) did you vibe well with him or her? If the answer to
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either of those questions is, “no”, or “kind of”, consider choosing a different
faculty member instead. These two points will largely shape whether your thesis
or dissertation research is something you are passionate about, or whether it’s a
box you are simply “checking off” to get your degree.
Okay. Now that you’ve sat down with all these faculty members, learned about
what they do, and have determined who meshes well with you, you need to ask
them – formally – to be your advisor. I say “formally” because there will be ASU
documents in the future you in which you will have to declare your advisor. In
reality though, it’s a 30-second conversation with that professor that often goes
as follows:
“Hey, will you be my advisor?” You ask, eyes anxiously averted downward, kicking a small
pebble that somehow ended up indoors.
“Sure.” The professor says, never removing their eyes from the stack of papers they’re
grading.
*Cue the romantic violin quartet, and winged, naked babies armed with crossbows.*
Determine how often you would like to meet with your advisor. I would suggest weekly
meetings when you are in the early stages of writing your literature review. Otherwise,
consider meeting at least every two weeks to share ideas. From your advisor’s
perspective, this is not a weekly or bi-monthly progress report. Yes, they want to know
what you’ve been up to, but more importantly, they want to help you revise your strategy
for staying on track with your “bigger-picture goals” -- your research, graduation, and
career goals.
Whenever you meet with your advisor, both of you should discussion how what your
doing fits it with these goals. The reason for this is that they will encourage you to
pursue slightly different courses of action depending on these goals. For example, if
your goal is to graduate from the Master’s program and continue into the PhD program,
they will want to provide you with opportunities to develop the things you will need to
be competitive in a PhD program (ex. lots of publications or book chapters, teaching or
grading experience).
On the other hand, if your goal is to go straight to work after graduating, they might focus
on getting you connected with internship opportunities, and encouraging you to develop
industry skills (ex. design, programing) through your research efforts.
The need to communicate these goals is all the more important when you start going
back and forth between ideas. One week you are thinking you want to go into field x, then
next week it’s field y, then the week after its academia. It makes it nearly impossible for
their advice to be effective when it is aimed at helping you accomplish the wrong goal.
Keep them in the loop with what you want to do after graduating. They will not be
offended if decide not be spend the next 6 years with them as their PhD student, or
postdoc.
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